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Committee Finds
nt Survey
Craig Elected Treasurer of Synod o
euih Carolina tetrafeler Fellowship
J. F. (Buddy) Craig, pre-mec ♦
junior of Eastover, was elected
(erasurer of the South Carolina
Synod Westminister Fellowship I
Officers at their Presbyterian j
Conference held March 13, 19, and I
20 in Spartanburg.
The First I
Presbyterian Church of that city
was host to the statewide conference at which Clemson was
represented by approximately 20 j
PSA members. Craig was elected ,
by the Clemson PSA to represent |
them at the conference.
Other officers elected were
Neely McCarter of Presbyterian

MOORMAN

iger
New

HANCE

SLOAN

NORTON

STOVALL

ofherhood Selects Ten
en for Fraf Membership

Ten men will begin informal*
initiation for Tiger Brotherhood,
local honor fraternity, this week.
They are A. H. McLaurin, arts
and sciences junior of Bennettsville; W. C. Moorman, civil en"One Great Hour," a radio pro-*
gineering junior of Florence; J. E.
i
gram sponsored by the Churches
Padgett, 'pre-med sophomore of
of America to 'present the need j
Ridgeland; J.' H. SWall, civil enfor world relief, will be broadcast
gineering sophomore of Elberton,
next Saturday night from 10 to 11
Ga.; R. E. Norton, architecture
over 1092 stations including the
junior of Clemson; F. D. Suggs,
Members of the Dairy Club
stations of all networks and most
textile engineering junior of Anindependent ones. The script for heard Mr. G. W. Brandt, head of
derson; P. R. Lunsford, textile
a section of the program which the Regional Breeding Program at
manufacturing junior of Charlotte;
will' dramatize particular needs Clemson, at their regular meetW. A. Sloan, architecture junior
in various quarters of the world ing last Tuesday night in the
of Anderson; H. L. Hance, civil has been written by Robert SherDairy Building.
engineering junior of Lancaster; wood, and the parts will be playMr. Brandt S'poke on the "Reand T. L. Monroe, agricultural en- ed by an all star cast including
gional Breeding Program" and ilsuch actors as Robert Montgomgineering junior of Marion.
ery, Gregory Peck, and Ida Lupi- lustrated his talk with diagrams
The new initiates are all out- no.
In addition musical artists which he drew in explaining the
standing in some phase of extra- will make their own contribution process of a detailed breeding
curricular activity. McLaurin is to the program and a galaxy of program for increasing the total
distinguished and well informed
a Junior Class officer and a memmilk production and butterfat
citizens will speak briefly. The
ber of the YMCA Cabinet. Moor- concluding speaker on the broad- production of dairy cattle.
man is president of the Junior cast will be President Truman.
He -discussed the plan now in
This venture of inter-church operation here in the Clemson
YMCA Council, and a member of
the Cabinet. Padgett is active in cooperation is a new one but it Dairy herd'in developing a crossthe campus musical organizations gives every indication of being breed of cattle especially adapted
It is estimated that
and the sophomore YMCA Coun- successful.
for the South.
ST "stovaHs'"president" of" the J fifty million listeners will hear
Sophomore YMCA Council.
"One Great Hour," and it is hoped
Norton has served as business that the resulting donations to
manager of several publicans world relief will total fifteen or
and is an officer in Alpha Phi twenty million dollars. The curOmega. Suggs is president of Al- rent issue of Life magazine deLunsford is votes its editorial page to this
pha Phi Omega
leader of the Pershing Rifles., Joint efforts of the Churches.
More than sixty old and new
Sloan is an Alpha Phi Omega
On Sunday March 2th the
!
member.
morning
after
"One
Great
Hour
members
of 'the American Instiofficer and a Taps staff member. ]
Hance is actice on thee B.
B. S.
S. U.
U. i broadcast, an offering for world tute of Electrical Engineers and
Council, and M'onroe works with relief will be received in most of members of the faculty attended
the Wesley Foundation and the Churches of America. Some a meeting Tuesday, March 22, at
Churches, among them the ClemYMCA Cabinet.
son Methodist Church, are co- which- the new officers for the
operating in sioport of "One coming year were introduced.
Great Hour," but have already They presided over the meeting.
had such an offering or will have
.
_, J
/-i„„,„„„ The
one at a ,later
date.
Clemson
, . new officers
„ „ are„ C.,, H. Beatly
chairman; R. F. Castles, secre
Churches in which anvcffering for
tary; and R. W. Hood, treasurer.
world relief will be received next
Business discussed included reSunday night,' March 20, the Sunday will include the Presby- ports on the clean-up campaign
terian,
Episcopal,
Roman
Catholic,
an
Methodist Youth Fellowship of
, ' ...
.
■ „.
_„___* „, d acceptance
Anyone
who„ cannot
, . of new
, k members
the Grace Methodist Church in and Baptist.
i
V.i_
v,
„
t.
c,,„^o,,
™Plans
were
also
made
Church next Sunday or
,
_. for. a sup
Pickens was host to a deputation attend
,
, ,
.'
• • ,TT=f„rl +„ per for members. The treasurer
who
belongs
to
none
is
invited
to
*;
•
,
,
,
,
.„
team from the Clemson Wesley
should be contacted by any mem
Foundation.
Ab Snell made s share in. this offering for those ber who wishes to attend this
talk entitled "Are You Alive?" in greatest need by sending it supper.
Theo Monroe ■. led the worship through any of the local churches.
After the business discussion,
program, Bill Ashley led the
pictures of the Boston College
group in prayer, and David Witt
football game were shown by
and Jack Padgett sang a duet.
Neil Montone, chairman of the
This was the first program of
program committee. Refreshments
this type to be presented in the
were fhen served, followed by
new church building which is
battle films shown by Montone
The Greenville Naval Recruitstill under construction. The old
for members who wished to rechurch was destroyed by fire in ing office will assist Lieutenant main.
Commander
Bell
in
transferring
1945.
to the Naval Reserve, any person,
veteran or non-veteran, or the
member of any branch of any
Reserve of the United States Armed Forces on Wednesday night,
March 30, at 8" o'clock, in the
Daily newspapers are being Chemistry lec'i'e room.
placed in the lobby of the "Y"
At the meeting, questions about
Thomas W. Morgan, assistant
for the convenience of all stu- the navy, its policy, advantages, director of the Clemson College
dents. The project is sponsored and requirements will be answer- Agricultural Extension Service,
by the Senior "Y" Council.
and George H. Bonnette, chief
ad.
The papers are located at th left
Mr Bell requests that all in- ! clerk and accountant of the Excorner of the entrance to the terested persons write him before tension Service, attended a threelobby.
the meeting. His address is Box day conference of southern states
assistants of directors of extenMor papers will be added to the 850, Clemson, S. C.
rack at a later date.
"If anyone is not able to notify sion work last week. AdministraStudents are asked to return the me beforehand, he is still welcome tive matters in connection with
papers to their proper places in- at the meeting Wednesday night," the extension program were discussed.
Mr. Bell concluded.
tact.

Nationwide Air-Waves Program Will Be
Sponsored by Church for World Relief

Dairy Club Members

ASEE Elects and

Installs Officers

Srael! Speaks in

Pickens Church

Naval Reserve to Take
In New Members Here

Daily Newspapers Are

Putin Lobby of YMCA

Morgan, Bonnette Go

To 3-Day Meet of Ag
Extension Workers
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College, president; Carolyn, Bear- ;
den of Converse, vice-president;
and Anne Martin of Winthrop, ;
secretary.
Dr. S. J. L. Crouch, pastor of j
the Forthill Presbyterian Church,
arid Mr. B. E. Goodale, professor
of Dairying, both took positions
as leaders of discussions during
the three day varied program of
discussions, banquets, recreational periods, and inspirational talks
by Dr. W. M. Boyce, pastor of the
First Associated Reformed Presbyterian Church of Charlotte, N.
C, and Dr. Harry Goodykoontz,
Director of Student Work, Presbyterian Church, U. S. who gave
the principal addresses.
Clemson has always held high
positions in the Synod having had
Earle Morris, Jr., arts and sciences
senior of Pickens, as President
last year and also Clemson's Dr.
S. J. L. Crouch who is continuing
as an Advisor to the Synod.

Students Planning
To Attend Jr.-Sr.
Must Sip Up How
The Seating Committee for the
Tunior-S°nior Banauet has announced that it must have a complete list of those members of the
'wo top classes who are planning
'o attend, so that definite plans
may be made. .
For this purpose a master roster
has been placed in the room of
committee chairman Bill Darby.
1-265. All planning to attend
must sign up by Friday, April 2.
Also, each must specify at this
time whether or not he is planning
to bring a date to the banquet.
The roster will be available at
any time from now until April 2.
The date of the banquet is Friday, May 6.
The number of persons attending this year's banquet is expected to be near 2,000, according to
Darby.
Concerning the ' seating
arrangements, he says that the
first 1,000 to sign the roster will
be seated in the large Mess Hall,
with a definite place. The remainder will be seated in either
of the two small Mess Halls. The
final seating arrangement for the
large i Mess Hall will be posted
some time before the banquet.
Those who desire to sit with a
certain couple or party, says Darby, may insure the proper arrangement by putting the names
of those they wish to sit with on
a slip of paper, which will be
provided,- when they sign the
roster.

em measures
May Have To Be Taken Soon
(Editor's Note: The following' article Was drawn up by members of the college parking committee in response to the findings
reported by a survey conducted jointly by Tiger Brotherhood
and THE TIGER. In the words of a faculty member of this
committee, "while the Tiger survey may have been inaccurate
and fallacious, it was, at least, an effective way to find answers
to questions that might exist in the minds of students concerning the whys and wherefores of existing regulations.")

The article on the parking survey published in the March
3 issue of the Tiger has caused some comment and the Tiger
staff has requested comments from the Adminslration regarding this article.
The article states that 107-1 students cars are registered
and that only- 200 spaces are available for 1071 registered
automobiles. Both figures are fallacious and do not preseni
a true picture. The figures of 1074 is the total number of
stickers issued to students and includes about 240 stickers
issued to replace those which became mutilated in service.
This figure also includes all cars which were owned by
the graduating class in .January and all those students dropped
ffroin school for scholastic deficiencies at the end of the first
semester, and others who dropped out; as we'l as new students
who entered in February. Of the approximate 600 students
leaving in January, it is estimated that they owned 175 cars.
— ♦

Phi Eta Sigma Taps
Thirteen Men

The 1,074 also includes those
issued to veterans in the PreFab area, and others living in the
town.
Approximately 200 cars
fall under this group. The article

Phi Eta Sigma, national honorary scholastic freshman fraternity,
has announced its new initiates.
They are G. J. Bishop, mec
cal engineering niajof of Savannah; R. L. Boozer, vocational education major of Leesville; R. A.
Branham, industrial physics major of Atlanta; J. H. Dunn, textile
engineering major of North Augusta; W. C. Denson, mechanical
engineering major of Orlando,
Fla.; W. C. Hays, textile manufacturing major of Dacusville; R.
M. Prince, agricultural engineering major of Lynchburg; W. B.
Cassidy, textile major of Hartsville; C. M. Upright, mechanical
engineering major of Mooresville,
N. C; G. A. Mobley, textile engineering major of Simpsonville;
R. L. Broadwell, textile engineering major of Anderson; E. Newton, electrical engineering major
of Chester; and W. L. Thompson,
textile chemistry major of Clemson.
Mobley and Thompson have
a straight A average with a grade
point ratio of nine.
The local chapter was founded
in 1940. This year it is starting
a new tradition, that of an Honor
Scholar Key at Scholarship Day
to the senior with the highest accumulative grade point ratio.

states that the day and communting students own 174 cars. If we
sjid all of these a
I them
from th e ■, ■ I
this session. i1
- a total of
285 cars using the. parking areas
in the vicinity of the barracks.
The article states that 240 car?
were found in the 200 parking
spaces
reserved
for
students.
However, the parking spaces
counted were only those immediately adjacent to ' the barracks and East of the road in front
of the Building and Grounds Department. It is desired to call attention to the parking regulations
which say that students are authorized to park in any space
designated as a parking space
•provided the street curb is not
painted white or yellow.
The
large parking space east of the
Field House can easily accommodate 60 cars and is only a 100
yards away from the permanent
barracks. There is no marking
of any kind that would prohibit
students from using this parking
area.
Nearly a block farther
away is. Williamson Drive with
approximately 185 parking spaces
marked off with no limitations on
student parking. These areas together with those within the barracks area provide 465 spaces for
students within the barracks area
and this is nearly twice the number of cars actually found in
this area. This does not include
(Continued on Page 3)

J. F. CRAIG

Alpha Tau Alpha
Sponsors Meeting
Dr. G. H.Collings. noted scientist and professor of soils at Clemson College, addressed a group of
vocational agricultural education
students Thursday evening, March
jl7th, in the "Ag" auditorium. Dr.
Collings spoke to the group on
trends in , the rapidly expanding
field of science.
This was the second .in a series
of meetings sponsored by Alpha
Tau Alpha, national honoraryprofessional agricultural education fraternity, to let the members
biCome better acquainted with
each other and with some of the
outstanding men on the campus.
Recently Toy A. Hyder, V. A. E.
senior from Campobello, was
elected secretary' of the Kappa
Chapter of Alpha Tau AJpha to
replace Donald L. Johnson, V. A.
E. senior from Windsor, who resigned.
Other activities planned by Alpha Tau Alpha this semester are:
tapping of new members, with informal and formal initiation climaxed by a banquet; contacting
all alumni members with a news
letter; establishing Alpha , Tau
Alpha chapters at the University
of Georgia and N. C. State; cooperating with other campus organizations in working out campus wide problems.

Clemson's Lovely Honorary Cadet Officers

Little Theater
Poster Contest
All students and members of
the community are. urged to get
busy and try their hand at an
original .poster to advertise the
Clemson Little Theatre's coming
production of "Arsenic and Old
Lace."
All it takes is a piece of cardboard, and brush, and some paint.
Turn your work of art in to Profesor Petroff by .March 31 for
judging. First pize will be ten
dollars and second prize five dollars.
The posters must contain the
following information: The Clemson Little Theater presents "Arsenic and Old Lace" April 7 and
S at 8:00 p. m. in the College Auditorium. Admission is seventyfive cents for adults and fifty
cents for students.

Arthur J, Banks Is
ernoocf prexy
Arthur J. Banks electrical engineering ;
St. Matthews,
'.r; elected yrosident of Tiger
"Brotherhood, local honor leadership and service fraternity, last
Tuesday nightf He and the'other
officers elected will serve until
next year at this time.
William. E. Darby, arts and
sciences junior of Fort Mot-te, was
dibs'eh vice president. Benny
Patterson, architecture sophomore
of Abbeville, was elected secretary, and William P. Roberts, agricultural economics junior of
Lugoff, is the new treasurer. •
The retiring officers, are E. M.
"Bud". Railings, vocational education senior of Pageland, president; Bob Thomas, architecture
senior of Clemson, vice president;
Arthur Banks, the new president,
secretary; and Phil Prince, arts
and sciences senior of Erwin,.
Tenn., treasurer.

Abrams Is (o-Owoer
spire Shops
Irving Abrams
August 1H-18
graduate ia textile engineering,
is part owner with his brother-inlaw of the Esquire Shops for Men,
formerly the Alfred H. New
Stores, of Greenville.
Abrams was a member of The
Tiger staff, having held the post
of managing editor shortly be-,
fore his graduation.
1

,—_

Cooper, McGinty Will
Attend Ag Experiment
Meet in New Orleans
Dr. IT.' P. Cooper, dean of the
School of Agriculture, and R. A.
McGinty, vice - director of the
.Clemson College Agricultural Experiment Station, will leave Clemson Saturday for a meeting of
southern experiment station directors in New Orleans, Louisiana,
March 28-30. The meeting will
be held at the southern regional
laboratory of the United States
Department of Agriculture.

Poole and Kinard to
Attend Winthrop Meet

%*cf *y&e&i *Wa%eU

Dr. R. F. Poole and Dean F. M.
Kinard will attend a meeting of
the South Carolina Association of
Colleges Saturday at Winthrop
College.
Mr. G. E. Metz, registrar, will
be at Winthrop to attend a registrars', meeting and will remain
to attend the Association of Colleges meeting.

"Milk is vital. All we are in
, life we owe to udders."
. . . "The Cynic" Purser
". . . just one more thing be\ fore you let me go."
. . . E. L. Booker
"I've spent 23 years at this cow
! college, and I've had a bully
time."
,
. . . P-Hund Rhyne

Moise Elected Prexy of
Sumter Optimist Club
Robert B. Moise, chairman of
the boys' work committee of the
Sumter Optimist club was elected
president for the coming year at
a meeting of the membership held
at the Coca-Cola Community Center in Sumter.
Mr. Moise was sports editor
of The Tiger when he attended
Clemson.

»sr-$5-$io

These three lovelies were chosen to honorary military positions by the Giemson College
Cadet Corps at the annual Militaiiy Ball Friday night. Miss Betty Wotd, right, of
Greer, a junior at Furman University, was picked to be honorary cadet colonel; Miss
Judy Morgan, center, of Clemson, University of Georgia junior, was named honorary captain of the Senior Platoon; and Miss Dorfs Weatherford of Charleston, junior
at Winthrop, was chosen honorary captain of the Pershing Rifles Company. (Photo by Bob Gettys)

"I hear a shhh— in the back.
If *you're going to say it, come on
out and say it."
. . . Smiley Gramling
"I recall when I was on Okinawa . . ."
. . . "Bulldog" Smith
"La pluma es en la mesa."
. . . "Gunga" Dean
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Thursday, March 24, 1949

Cone

tes Annual

'Singers Feature Saritone and Tenor
Clemson Little Theatre Will Present
Solos, Shaw and Waring Arrangements

'Arsenic and Old Lace' April 7 and 8

The Clemson College Glee'Club will give its annual

arch 29

Vets' Ateured Leave
Paid
Automatical)!
There seems to be a question

Mix two frail spinsters, a nutty*
Spring Concert next Tuesday evening, March 29, in the in the minds of some veteran stunephew and his sinister brother i
dents at Clemson as to the amount
with a dash of arsenic and what
College Chapel at 8:00 o'clock, featuring a series of Fred of accrued leave to which they
fiave you got?—"Arsenic and. Old
Waring and Robert Shaw arrangements. This will be the are entitled, according to Mr.
Lace" and a night of gory merriJohn B. Allen, Veterans Adminisfilial home appearance of the singers.
ment.
tration Contact Representative at
F^ank
Brown,
arts
and
sciences*
All this and Teddy Roosevelt)
Clemson College.
too, will come off April 7 and 8
(Editor's Note: The follow- junior of Greenville, will render
Students in institutions of higha
group
of
baritone
solos,
includat 8:00 p. m. in the College Auing is a resolution adopted uner learning, operating on a semesing
an
operatic
aria.-and
a
conditorium. What the play lack? in
animously by members of Tiger
ter basis, are allowed fifteen days
•
culture, it supplies with comedy.
Brotherhood at a meeting held temporary work song.
leave at the end of each semester,
the program will be Marvin
The two well-meaning old maids
March 22, 1949.)
provided there are that many
non,
textile
manufacturing
senior
(Polly Lowry and Helen MorriThe members of Tiger Brotherdays between semesters, or in the
son) have good intentions when
hood realize the unfair and dis- of Greenville, baritone; William
event they do not attend school
they send their friends to a "bethonest means which are carried Roberts, agricultural econor if:
the next semester.
junior
of
Lugoff,
tenor;
C;
ter world" with spiked wine, but
on in the classroom during quizes
Accrued leave is not carried
the road to Hell is paved vvith
and examinations: and they wish well, electrical engineering senior
over
from one semester to another,
good intentions.
to make known their attitude to- of Columbia, baritone; Perry
and the maximum allowed at the
Trakas,
pre-med
junior
of
SpurTheir nephew (Chuck Chalker),
ward such practices.
end of each semester is fifteen
who imagines himself, to be Teddy
m
The members of this organiza- tanburg, tenor; and Jack Padgett,
days.
■I
'I
Roosevelt, acts unwittingly as a
tion feel that there is the need pre-med sophomore of Ridgeland,
This leave is paid to the vetebaritone.
corpse dispenser by burying the
.-it this time for all organizations
ran student automatically, withThe program is as follows:
"yellow fever" victims in the
on the campus to take some stand
out application, unless the veteThespians Pace and Crowe in regard to this situation if they
"Panama Canal locks." Jonathan
ran student notifies the VeteransI
enact
the
chokingscene
that
(Chip Crowe), the black sheep of i
have not already done so. This
Administration at least thirty
When To Thee Our Saviour
the family, adds terror to this will be seen in the Little Thea- typo of action might discourage
days prior to the end of the sepeaceful scene by taking French- ; tre's next production, "Arsenic some individuals from using un- Went, Wagner
mester that he does not desire to
Jesus,
Joy
of
Man's
Desiring,
And
Qld
Lace."
leave of the local 'prison and. ap- j.
fair means when they realize that
be paid for the accrued leave.
pearing with his crony, Dr. Einthere are really many students Bach
Time for which accrued leave
on the campus who do not accept
stein (Charlie Pace).
'Hymn of Youth, Sequeira
is paid is deducted from the vetedishonesty in their work. This
The only sane "persons in thin
Hallelujah, Amen from Judas
ran's eligibility.
action might also press the adop- Maccabeus, Handel
homicidal household are Mortition of some system which will
mer (Leonard Magruder), the reGlee Club.
Adcock TellsJHort Men
tend to eliminate cheating.
spectable nephew,''and his girl,
We would like to remind the
Elaine (Beverly Ware), the minII
Of Opportunities for
students of the deplorable results
ister's daughter 'from next door.
Non Piu Andral from The MarGrads in Their Field
of deceit in their scholastic work, riage of Figaro, Mczart
Others in the 'cast include Has1>R. MARSH WHITE
Persons
without
prior
commisW. H. Adcock, manager of the
and urge each student to refrain
sell Simpson as Harper, the minInvictus, Huhn
sioned
service
may
apply*
for
apCorn
Products Sales Company,
Dr.
Marsh
W.
White,
National
from
such
policies.
ister; Mory Liptb'n, asylum superWater Boy, Work Song, RabinExecutive Secretary of Sigma Pi addressed the Horticulture Club
We, the members of Tiger Son
intendent;'A. C.'Murphy, board- pointment, to commissioned gyade
and processor of physics at Penn- at its meeting Tuesday night.
er; G. M. Strickland, "Goon" Mel-- in the Air Force Reserve under Brotherhood, encourage the deFrank Brown, Baritone
the
recent
provisions
of
an
Air
Adcock, a graduate of the Univelopment
of
an
effective
system
sylvania State College, will be
lette, John Hbwell, and O. L.
Force regulation announced re- of honor.
HI
the principal visiting personage versity of Kentucky, spoke on the
Stukes.
cently at 14th Air Force headThe Trumpet Song, Purcell
to aid in installing the Clemson. opportunities open to graduates
quarters in Orlando, Fla.
in the field of horticulture. He
* Sweet and Low, Barn by
College chapter of the organiza- described the new plant being
general,the regulation covers
*A11 Through the Night, Welsh
Ag Department Profs theIn transition
tion,
today.
Seven
facuity
memof individuals from
built in Texas for the refining of
Song
bers and fifteen students com^ corn products, and showed slides
officer status to commisOn the Sea, Buck
Attend Dairy Meeting flight
prise the charter group at Clem- of the plant in various stages of
sioned status in the Air Force ReGlee Club
son. Other chapters are located construction.
Clemson was represented by serve.
Mr. John B. Allen, V. A. ConINTERMISSION
at fifty-three leading educational
After the discussion, refreshThe directive specifically states tact
three man of the agricultural deRepresentative at Clemson,
institutions throughout the coun- ments were served, and a short
IV
partment at the annual South that any male or female citizen
business meeting was held.
of . the United States—mentally, j says that some veterans penalize
The Whiffenpoof Song, Ar- try.
Carolina Holstein-Friesian Cattle
physically, and morally qualified j themselves by not making 'prior ranged by Rudy Vallee
Breeders Association meeting —may apply for an Air Force
All the Things You Are, Kern
application to the Veterans Adheld in- the Farm Building Audi- commissioned grade. Applicants,
Stouthearted Men, Romberg
ministration
when
transferring
torium at 10:30 a. m. in Anderson except former prisoners of war,
Marvin Cannon, Baritone
from one institution to another.
*Battle Hymn of the Republic,
Tuesday. They were Professor J. must be at least 21 years of age
Under V. A. Regulations, when- Steffe
at time of application and not
P. LaMaster, Head of the Dairy
"If you want to make an out-*
over 28 when application is re- ever a veteran requests a change
William Roberts, Tenor
Department; C. ' G. CusHman, ceived by the appropriate Air
standing success of college, get a
Glee Club
of institution, which requires
job first. And if you have to
Leader on the Dairy Extension Force or oversea commander.
prior
approval
by
the
V.
A.,
the
work your way through college,
V
Applicants who were former
Department; and G. W. Brandt
"The Church and the Rural
so much the better." That's the
*Erie Canal, Work Song
prisoners of war must not have ■effective date of the veteran's
of Clemson's Dairy Staff.
Community"
is the title of a
advice
,
to
young
people
\
by
WarCal
Shadwell,
Baritone
Professor LaMaster presented time application is received by i new status will be the date the
Battle of Jericho, Spiritual, ren Brunei*, lecturer on career study which will be held at the
the state's annual grazing pro- proper authorities.
veteran's request for change was
determination at Marietta Col- Methodist Church two Sunday evMen or women who served a received by the V. A., or the date Bartholemew
gram to the group. He was inenings at' 7:30,"'March 27 and
lege.
*Set
Down
Servant,
Spiritua-1,
troduced by C. G. Cushman who minimum of six months active
his institution was changed, which Shaw
Bruner recommended a mini- April 3. The discussions will be
is the Secretary-treasurer of the service in the U. S. Air Force (or
mum of one to two years of work led by Dr. J. M. Stepp and Mr.
Perry Trakas, Tenor
organization re-elected at this"! the former U. S. Army Air Corps) ever \^, l&ier.
Under
this
Regulation,
when
a
before
entering college. "This V. A. Boyd of the agricultural
Tack
Padgett,
Baritone
meeting. Mr. Brandt lead a dis- between Dec. 7, 1941, and the time
veteran
transfer;;
from
one
in*Dry Bones, Spiritual, Gear- gives a''young person insight into economics department, and by
cussion in the study of artificial of application, and who have atstitution
to
another
and
later
the problems he must face after Mr. J. B. Douthit, a Methodist
hart
tained
during
that
service
one
of
insemination.
laymon and former who has given
makes
application
to
the
V.
A.
Sound
effects
by
Marvin
CanOH,, 'suieidxo oq ,,'uoijenpBjg much thought and study to the
The afternoon's session fea- the first three enlisted grades or for
then knows why he's getting an
approval, subsistence allow non and Jack Padgett
tured an address by John Morris warrant or flight officer status,!
ance awarded him as a result of
Glee Club
education and what he'll do with problems of the rural church.
of McDonnough, Maryland, south- are acceptable. In case of cer- i his
"This study should be of great
it. His work experience will be
*Fred
Waring
Series
enrollment at the new insti
eastern representative of the Hol- tain college graduates, all grades !
tution may not be paid prior to
more valuable if he has picked interest to Clemson students and
stein-Friesian Association of are acceptable.
The final appearances of the
The applicant need not be a the date his application was re- Glee Club this year will be at his future' career and fits those community people," the Rev. E.
America. He spoke on "Holstein
ceived
by
the
V.
A.
experiences into a plan for W. Hardin said, "as our work and
Heritage" and illustrated his lec- member of either the USAF or its
life are so closely tied to the rural
Also, when a veteran thusly the Columbia Music Festival on achieving his objectives."
ture with a color motion picture. components at time of making aplife of our state. The public is
delays his application for approval APril 9> and at Lander College
plication.
He
or
she
must
obtain
Two
of
Bruner's
three
sons
have
Mr. James A. Shirley, Anderby the V. A., the'issuance of his sometime later in April,
followed the pattern he recom- cordially invited to the discusson County farmer and dairy- a score of 110 or higher in the
supplemental
certificate
of
eligiArmy
General
Classification
test,
mends.
A former professional sions."
man, was elected president of the
bility and subsequent award of "EXPENSIVE" METAL PROVES management consultant for 30
have
two
years
of
college
or
pass
organization. Other officers electsubsistence allowance is also de-1
ECONOMICAL
years, Bruner declared, "Supoose "They are a definite part of the
ed included V. W. Ha'y'e s of i he General Education Develop- la
ment
test
(two-year
college
level)
yed.
For
many
years
golfers
have
you are a few years older than education you're receiving. . They
Grenwood, vice-president; C. G.
In Vlew of thc
above, Mr. Allen had trouble with spikes on their other college students. You have teach you important lessons on
Cushman. re-elected secretary- of the U. S. Armed Forces Insti-|
treasurer; and the Rev. Alexander tute be physically qualified, and I urges veterans who contemplate shoes, which wore down quickly experience that puts you way how to get along with people.
M Warren of Allend.ale. a mem- have successfully completed the ! transferring to naother institution or hurt their feet but never seem- ahead at graduation time, when Companies which recruit ember of the Board of Directors J | Pre-Commission Extension course. '■ to make prior application to the ed to grip the fairways. Recently,you must scramble for jobs and ployees from among college gradK Mayfield of Denmark was re- i Detailed information in con- ; v- A- Mr. Allen is located m the j a far-sighted shoe manufacturer answer that embarrassing ques- uates are usually interested in
elected to the Board of Directors.' nection with qualifications and V. A. Office m the basement of, selected nickel silver in place of tion, 'What experience have you how much you participated in
The meeting was presided over' procedure for applying .may be'■Tinman Hall on Tuesday and I steel for golf shoe Spikes, and had?' Just as a college degree tags these activities."
Bruner also points out that most
by M. J. Rhodes of Greenwood, obtained by contacting the near-; Wednesday of each week, be--found that this more expensive you as having some mental abilretiring president of the organi- est Air Force Reserve Training ! tween the hours of 9:00 a. m. and . metal proved the most economi- ity, so experience in a job tags employers don't care whether a
zation. Mr. Rhodes introduced Center, Air Force Base, or 14th, 4:00 p m and will furnish the cal m the final analysis and was you as having a knowledge of graduate had better than average
Mr. Morris.
Air Force, Orlando, Fla.
! required forms.
superior on the basis of service. business customs and how to get grades or not, with a few exceptions. But they do prefer the
along with other people."
According to Bruner, the stu- graduate who was an "all-around"
student, who didn't specialize too
dent who works his way thri
much.
college
gets
more
from
his
studies
McDOUGALD-BLECKLEY MORTUARY
also, because of the greater in"Think as you will about the
sight he has into the problems he cultural value of -a liberal educaLADY ATTENDANT — CHAPEL
must face after graduation. He lion," he states, "but never overrecommends participation in va±-; look its economic value as the
PHONE 378
ANDERSON, S. C.
ied extra-curricular activities. >,:. foundation upon which you will
"Don't forego them to spend all spend many years erecting the
your time on studies," he says, structure of a career."
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VA Must Approve
Vet Transfers

Lecturer Says to Gain Experience
Before Beginning College Career

Study Meeting
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STEAKS and SANDWICHES

BYERS MEN'S SHOP
120 North Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

Good Assortment Corduroy Jackets
All Sizes and Colors
BEAUTIFUL SELECTION MANHATTAN SHIRTS
MICHAELS-STERN VALUE-FIRST CLOTHES
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Analyzing the contribution of
veteran , students to American
hagher education, President John
W. Nason of Swarthmore College,
in. his annual report, declares that
"their greater maturity has been
a stimulus to their instructors, a
straight from high school, and a
wholesome goal for freshmen
valuable influence within the student body in general."
Pointing a sharp decline in veteran enrollment, President Nason
paid tribute to their effect on college life. "Problems of discipline
have decreased. Property damage in the dormitories . . . has
practically disappeared. The veterans have lifted Student Government to new levels of responsibility."
Turning to the problem of
scholarships, he stated, "There
are signs that the competition in
terms of scholarship offers is in
danger of becoming a racket. To
buy students may be less heinous

iiiye series 01 bridge
Students and Campus Folk
^

Irrigation Stressed
In Better Farming
Supplemental irrigation is the
coming thing in South Carolina,
according to a bulletin published
by the South Carolina Extension
Service. Over a period of years,
catton acreage in this state has
been, greatly reduced and the
acreage of truck, fruit, and specialized crops has increased tremendously, along with increases
in feed and grazing crops for livestock. These "new" types of agriculture adopted by South Carolina farmers indicate that the
better use of water is a valuable
resource under most circum,stances.
For this reason, the Extension
Service employed a full-time agricultural engineer to work
through established farmer - aid
agencies to help inaugurate irrigation where it is needed. This
engineer, Mr. Henry Z. Duffie,
Jr., has prepared a circular enumerating the best known irrigation 'practices. Contained in this
circular (No. 327) are tables
showing through tim.es, soil types
and. needs, and equipment necessary for irrigation.

extension Eligibility
Adminstration
Mr. John B. Allen, V. A. Contact Representative at Clemson, !
states that quite a few veterans
have contacted him recently re- j
garding the provision of Vetertns
Regulations which allows for extension of eligibility under the i
"G. I. Bill."
He says that Paragraph 2 of
Part VIII of Veterans Regulation
Numbered I (a), as amended by
Public Lav/ 268, 79th Congress,
reads in part." . . . Thatrwhcrevcr
the period of eligibility ends during a quarter or semester and after a major part of such quarter
or semester has expired, such
period shall be extended to thc
termination of such unexpired
quarter or semester."
Mr. Allen further states that
any extension of eligibility to
which the veteran is entitled
under this Act will be granted
automatically by the V. A., and
that the veteran need not make
application fer same.

A series of bridge lessons will
be taught by Mrs. F. H. H. Calhoun, * well-known bridge expert
and close associate with Mr. Ely
Culbertson, in response to the
flood of interest in bridge which
followed Mr. Culbertson's appearance here last week.
There will be seven lessons in
the series, and $3.50 is the charge
for. the entire course. Students,
students' wives, and any other
interested persons may participate.
The first lesson will be held at
6:30 p.m. on Tuesday, March 29,
and the next on Wednesday,
March 30, at 8:30 p.m. The third
and fourth lessons will be held
at 8:30 p.m. on Tuesday and
Thursday, April 7 and 9. The
remainder will be held one per
week, on either Tuesday or Wednesday nights.
Persons wishing to take the
course should contact Bill Moore,
room 1-119 or P. O. Box 701, by
Sunday nig'ht.
Each lesson will consit of a
lecture period, about a half hour
in length, and a one hour period
of actual practice.
The lessons are being sponsored
by Blue Key.
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College President Says Veteran
Students Valuable to Schools

Curb Service . . .

Open 6 P.M. Till Midnight

1

Sixteen Clemson students are taking Red Cross life saving instructions at the Clemson "Y" pool, under the direction of
Mr. William J. Fix of the Atlanta office of the Red Cross Life
Saving Service. Mr. Fix is assisted by Mr. Harold Sikes, also
of the lied Cross.
The group was prepared for this course with a two-week preparatory course, which was conducted by Mack Lupo, mechanical
engineering junior of Charlotte.

sin than to buy athletes, but it
remains a sin. To offer more
money to an applicant than he
really needs is to waste the resources of the college and to encourage an. immoral atttitude on
his part and on that of his family."
He also declared that scholarships and grants-in-aid are of
increasing importance since fewer
students are financed by the GI
Bill of Rights. He pointed out
that considerations of ability and
economic need must be carefully
weighed in all cases.
In another section of his report,
President Nason discussed the role
of admissions policy in the face
of the current overflow of applications. He said that "Admissions is an art, not a science," adding that "diversity of geographical origin, of aim in life, of potential contribution to society, of
interests, of economic background
is important for a rounded and
healthy student body."

EAGLE^ FURNITURE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

*

PHONE 207

Schedule of Pictures Coming to the
Picture Show on the Campus
March 25—ROADSHOW—Carol Landis, Adolphe Menjou
March 26—BUTCH MINDS THE BABY—Virginia Bruce
March 2S-2S—GALLANT LEGION, William Elliott
RIVER LADY,Yvonne DeCarlo
Marcii 30—DARK JOURNEY, Vivian Leigh, Conrad Viedt
April 1—ANGEL ON THE AMAZON, Brian Aherne, George
Br.ent
April 2—ALL MY SONS, Edward G. Robinson, Burt Lancaster
April 4-5-G—A LETTER TO THREE WIVES, Jeanne Crain
"Y"
You are especially invited to hear the Chapel Choir of
Furman University present a musical program at the Clemson
College YMCA Sunday afternoon, March 27 at 2:40 p.m.
You will be glad to hear Mr. Eugene Turner speak. He has
recently returned from India and China and will speak at
the Y Vespers Sunday, March 27 at 2:20 and 6:20.
May 8, the Greenville Rotary Boys Choir will give a musical
program at Clemson.
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The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

^Thursday, March 24, 1949

Clemson's Animal Husbandry
Dept. By

Seagoing Hydrographic Office

Examination Jatfers
lEased by Cartoons
•iBrown University recently calllecl in movie cartoon characters to
[help dissipate the nervous tension
juilt up within the undergradluates during the midyear examination period.
;
, Working on the theory that
Ithere should be brief periods of
(relaxation between exams, the
iFaunce House Student Board of
I Governors scheduled a noontime
•series of comic cartoons featuring
JB'jgs Bunny and other wellknown cartoon personalities, to be
|shown in the campus theater.

rO//ege Parking
(Continued from Page 1)

By BILL BERKy
When the Clemson Little Theatre presents "Arsenic and Old
Lace," on April 7 and 8, there will
be a tried and proved actress in
the cast. She is Polly Lowry in
the roll of Martha, one of the
sweet old maids, who graciously
takes part in the poisoning of
twelve men.
Mrs. Lowry came to Clemson
less than a year ago as the wife
of a Deering-Miliken engineer.
In that short 'period of time she
has made many friends at Clemson, especially among the Little
Theatre group, where she has
proved her ability more than once.
After her graduation from Moravian College for'Women in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, Polly worked with the Washington and Lee
Troubadors and with the Lynchburg Little Theatre. While with
these groups, Mrs. Lowry has
taken the lead in such plays as
"Death Takes a Holiday", "He
Who Gets Slapped", "Caught
Wet", and others, which she reluctantly admits are too numerous
to mention.
As was mentioned previously,
Polly's husband is a Deering-Miliken mill engineer; this is, perhaps, an understatement. Mr.
Lc^vry was in charge of the construction of the new Gerrish-Milikeni mill in Pendleton, and built
the Excelsior mill number 4.
Mrs. Lowry has another hobby
other than her affiliation with the
Little Theatre; she does pastel
portraits to order. And as a side
line from the drawing and acting, Polly does the make-up work
for the Little Theatre; in fact,
she is in charge of the rhake-up
for "Arsenic and Old Lace." Perhaps her ability as a make-up
artist developed from her skill
with pastel portraits.

Rats and S faff Members Fight
For Contra
'Tiger' Office
By HO WELL ARTHUR

By JIMMY CUSHMAN

Polly Lowry Enjoy*
I Group as Actress and Nake-up Manage

PAGE 3
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kicking and screaming, to a near-' At 10:30, he is going to allow
This is an appeal for help.
At 7:00 on Tuesday night, the by three-hole privy and locked one of his henchmen to carry our
copy dqwntqwn and put it on the
staff of The Tiger sat in the of- up.
bus to Anderson. I believe 111
At
7:20,
the
staff,
now
without
fice discussing the rat (not the
a business manager, was prepar- be able to get this out with it,
freshman species) situation while ing an all-rat issue. The editor because he is trying to further
listening to a radio broadcast of was writing an editorial entitled the Robinson illusion by pretendthe President's State of the Union "Why I Am Opposed To The Ex- ing illiteracy.
Ten minutes ago, the steam
speech in ihich he assailed the Campaign, Unless Rats Are De- started. It starts every night at
Taft-Hartley act as destructive clared. Exempt Under the Law." this time. One of the pipes leaks,
of the double standard because it The feature editor was preparing anc| steam js ±et jn^0 j+ every night
allows husbands and wives to a feature called "Facts Voii May at 10:20. "Eddie the Lip" went
Not Know About the Rat and wild_ He has never been through
work side by side. The situation Other Useful Rodents." The
aRvthing like this before, and he
(getting back to the rats) had science editor was chiseling in doesn't know how to take it. The
been growing steadily worse since hieroglyphics upon a slab of cteam is gating him down. There
March 3, when three of the ro- granite an article titled "Down __he>s gasping for breath—he's
With Vivisection; T_'p With Mak-..ust shot all his henchmen and
dents injured a staff member
; Doctors Quit Using White Rats the little bionde female rat, and
severely when he refused to dis- m Inhuman Experiments." A
now he's pointing his gat J.his
continue work on the editorial he treatise advocating abolition of word) at me. If the steam can
was writing, a work entitled "Why the rat system was first tabled, only get him first. Ah—it did.
What I want you to do is get
I Am In Favor of The Extension jtlien Junked„.-„-,.,,,.
. ,.
„
At 7:30, five other rats appearService Pest-Externunation Cam- I ed af &e main door to the office_ us out of this damned steam. We
can't see to get to the door.
PaiSnThe hard, set expressions of their
Note: The story (newspaper
vThe rats previously had con- ' countenances bore mute testimony
fined, their Lilliputian antics to to the fact that they were unaware lingo for "article") above consliding down the steam pipes into of The Tiger's chan§e of heart tains 34,563 discrepancies, rang, „
„
...
, , and policy. A large, fat rodent ing from grammatical errors
a shallow vat of scalding-hot
hy\ seemed, to
, .be their
., . ,leader
, an&
J
, Who
and shifts in tense to technical
drofluoric acid, bouncing out just nounced that no one should leave mistakes such as the use of
in time to avoid second-degree the room until he §ave the order. . eighth - century- props in a
i_
_, . ., ,,,
,
He had an obvious Edward G. twentieth - century setting. If
burns. Their intention was to de- " , .
.
, ,, • , .
■ Robinson complex, and attempted you can find all of these, write
stroy the lice which on them prey-' t0 akJ the atEectation by saying them down, put them into an
ed. All went well until a staff" ^Nyaaaaah» wh0R he meant envelope, enclosing the tops off
member who is also a practical «yaaaaaaaah.» No one w*s fool- of two pre-fabs, and mail them
jokester dumped three _ packages ^ but several> inciuding three to The Tiger, Box 1, Clemson,
of Knox gelatine into their bath of his henchmen (or henchrats),
S.C. You won't win any prizes,
to see what would happen. A were confused.
because we aren't giving any.
cold war resulted, and the outlook
At 8:05, a messengar informed Besides, that isn't our real box
was dark.
^
the Robinson type that the busi- number. But you'll have a lot
At 7:05 on Tuesday night, five ness manager was out of the way.
rodents slid down the pipes, jump- A rat wlji had been assigned to of fun, and it's a good way to
ing off in' time to avoid the vat. guard him in the privy-prison had get rid of those old three-cent
They bore a white flag made of told him an off-color jest, where- • stamps which have been lying
cheese cloth and an armistice upon the business manager had around the house for so long.
Each contestant may submit as
proposal which provided for equal flushed.
Edward G. called it many sets of answers as he
division of the office, half to go suicide and informed the staff.
to each of the opposing forces. The'staff cried crocodile tears (a pleases, but each set must be
The business manager vetoed at I sort of Gator Bawl, you might accompanied by two pre-fab
tons. The decision of the judges
once, saying that his hands were
.say).
will be stupid.
tied until he could see Ham Hill.
Robinson lighted a cigar and
The rats returned to the rafters.
■ declared that he intended to "stick
At 7:10, five more rats slid
around a while." He propped his
WHEN IN GREENVILLE
down and demanded surrender of
feet on a desk and began to horse
the business manager. No one
Visit
j with a slightly tipsy, blonde, feelse would be harmed, they said,
! male -rat who kept crying for
unless there was trouble. The
tension Service Pest - Disposal l "just one little teensy, weensy
business managed, was carried, hunk" of cheese. He slapped her
across the face and called her a
10S College Street
little cheese-hound.
MISS MALPHRUS VISITING
CAMPUS

Animal Husbandry majors are
having an unusual privilege this
week as a result of a purchase
made by the Animal Husbandry
Department of four steers for the
purpose of giving practical train- '
ing to the judging and meat lab
classes of the department. One
of these animals is pictured here j
being examined by (left to right)
J. E. Wessinger, animal husbandry major of Leesville, T. F. Bird,!
animal husbandry major of Inman, Professor J. R. Cook, Associate Professor of Animal Hus-!
bandry, and one character wherr.
we could not identify.
Each month more than 2,000,000 charts roll off the presses of the
Professor Cook and Professor U. Si Navy Hydrographic Office, giving detailed, vital data on
R. F. Wheeler, Animal Husbandry the harbors and expanses of the seven seas. U. S. Navy ships are
charting new segments of the oceans, new ports of
Professor in charge of- the meat Donstantly
call, new reefs and channels. Not only the" Fleet, hut friendly
labs, along with several of the AH mariners of many nations profit by these charts. Above is the!
Bowdoin, famous exploration ship formerly owned by Cmdr.
majors, bought these animals in DSS
Donald B. McMillan, Arctic explorer, which is still in active servAnderson at an animal exhibition. ice for the Hydrographic Office of the Navy.
(Official Navy Photograph) j
These steers were grown by 4-H
boys and girls of Anderson County as a project for this fall and
winter. They are excellent examples of the type of beef animaldesirable for high quality meat
production. •
By LEROY DOAR
The beef cattle industry is gaining momentum in South Carolina
(Editor's Note: This is the
and is becoming one of our lead- first in a series of features about
ing agricultural enterprises. The the different clergymen here at
steer pictured with this article is Clemson. The chief aim of these
indicative of the type develop- men is to be a friend and spiritments made by the beef cattle ual leader to you, the students,
On Sunday, March 27 at 2:40
breeders in perfecting an animal and it would .be definitely to p. m. the Furman University
which has short legs, a short your advantage to get to know
Chapel Choir, under the direcneck, a level top line, a short them.)
tion of Mr. Arnold E.' Putman,
square body structure, and the
deep, broad chest floor seen here.
The first man on our list is will present a musical program
All these inherent charisteris- the newest member of our church at the' Clemson College YMCA
tics are brought out in this anifamily, Robert Emmet Gribbin, Vespers program.
mal which has been 'properly fed
The Chapel Choir, composed of
rector of Holy Trinity Episcoand cared for in order to propal Church. Although Mr.-Grib- thirty voices and soloists, include
duce beef which will bring the
bin is only 33 years old this
highest market price. This steer month, he is by no means a Misses Frances Lollis, Virginia
did just that as the Animal Husstranger to the work of a minister Short, Irene Nuite, and Wilma
bandry Department paid 21 l-2c
on a college campus. Before com- Hewin. Mrs: Putman is accoma lb. for this 1000-lb animal which
ing to Clemson he was the Epis- panist for the choir.
is approximately 2 years.
copal chaplain at Kenyon College
The program will be made up
Professor Wheeler stated that
in Ohio and before that, the rec- of sacred and secular music. Stuthese steers have been used in the
tor for the Episcopal students on
judging classes for the past
the campus of the University of dents, people ■ of the community
several days and that next week,
North Carolina. A native of and visitors are cordially invited
the animal husbandry meat lab
Winston-Salem, N. C, Mr. Grib- to hear this group of young ladies.
classes will slaughter them and
bin attended the University of
cut up their carcasses. Campus
the South at Sewanee and the ginally from Chapel Hill, N. C.
residents have purchased these
General Theological Seminary in
The Canterbury Club is only
carcasses in advance and will re- New York.
Florie Lee Malphrus of Ridgeone of Mr. Gribbin's many jobs
ceive them next week when, the
Very early inkhis life, Mr. Grib- which include the Altar Guild, land is visiting her brother, Louis
meat lab classes have concluded
the newly organized Prayer Book Malphrus, assistant professor of
their project of .cutting up the bin became interested in working
with the deaf. He has completely' class, and literally dozens of agricultural economics. Miss Malanimals.
mastered the deaf alphabet and others. A busy man, yes, but phrus recently has completed
on many occasions has led the en- never too busy to talk with any- work for graduation at Bessie
tire service for a deaf congrega- one who has a problem, or to give Tift College in Georgia, and will
graduate in June. She plans to
Metz and Vickery Go tion.' The Episcopal Church has sound advice to anyone who asks do
religious education work.
long been the leader in trying to for it.
make the deaf feel that they have
To Registrars' Meet
an active part in the church and
G. E. Metz, registrar, and K. N. many of the graduates of deaf j
Vickery, assistant registrar, will colleges, Galladet for example, |
MAKE THE
attend a meeting of the South have entered the Episcopal:
Carolina Association of Collegi- Church to help* carry on this
CALHOUN HOTEL
ate Registrars tomorrow.
work. Mr. Gribbin and others!
The main speaker at the meet- like him deserve great credit for!
Your Headquarters
ing will be the president of the accomplishments that they
Swarthmore College.
have made.
Anderson, S. C.
Mr. Gribbin is married and has \
Jack G. Craft, Jr., Manager
three children, Alice 5, Bobbie 3,:
and Joe 1. Mrs. Gribbin "is ori

the spaces on the street between
the Filter Plant and the new
Power Plant which are also available. The large field northwest
jf the stadium could be converted into" a 'parking lot for students
\i found necessary and would provide space particularly for Hhose
Iw-ho do not use their cars between Monday and Friday.
The comment has been made
|that cars parked a block away
TOuld be tampered with at night
and parts stolen from them. From
[he number of complaints in the
Sheriffs office, this would seem
[o hold for cars parked 100 feet
kway from the barracks as well
as those parked one block away.
sing close did not prevent batteries from being stolen from
government vehicles parked withliri 50 feet of the Power Plant
j ^
the Power Plant operators
pri duty at the time.
The recommendations of the
btudent writing the article intrudes use of the Quadrangle for
58 cars. This area was prohibited
(;or three reasons:
Governor J. Strom Thurmond >
1. The Senior Council said
that the students wanted this received specially bound copies be a struggle between power and
area for volley ball and other of the first two volumes of Charles liberty, between the majority and
I intramural athletics.
M. Wiltse's biography of John C.
2. The concrete was not dc- Calhoun as a part of the obser- the minority, between governI signed for car traffic and sev- vance March 18 of South Caro- ment and the people.,' Calhoun
eral bad cracks and-settlements lina's first, John C. Calhoun Day. taught us that each generation
are already noticeable. The cost
In a ceremony held in the must defend its liberties in its
of replacing this concrete with governor's office at 3 'p. m., Dr. own way, for only by constant rea heavy slab is prohibitive in Wiltse, the author, presented
newal can democracy survive."
| the present college budget.
Governor Thurmond with copies
Dr. Wiltse was a guest in
3. That access for the fire of "John C. Calhoun: Nationalist"
I truck in case of fire is impeded and "John C. Calhoun: Nullifier." South Carolina for two days durand this would endanger col- Publication of the later book ing ceremonies attending publilege property. The cars that was set for March 18 to coincide cation of "John C. Calhoun: Nulliwould use this area can be with Calhoun's birthday and fier." The morning of March 18
parked in the space cast, of the South Carolina's Calhoun Day. A he autographed copies of his
| Field House which is only a 100 •press conference followed the books at Gittman's Book Shop in
Columbia. In the afternoon he
yards away.
presentation.
The space between the "Barn"
While he stressed that his posi- appeared at the R. L. Bryan
Jind 3rd barracks would accom- tion is that of a scholar and biog- Company. The South Caroliniana
Inodate very few cars and would i rapher rather than that of a poli- Society of Columbia had Dr.
|aave the same objections as the tical commentator, Dr. Wiltse Wiltse as its guest at an informal
Quadrangle as far as access of I finds many parellels between the reception the evening of March
\he fire truck is concerned. With politics of Calhoun's day and 18. Professor R. L. Meriwether
of the University of South CaroLhe inflammable buildings in this modern politics.
\vcn, it would be impossible to
Dr. Wiltse writes: "It was as a lina was _in charge of arrangekesignate this area for student defense of the individual against ments.
On March 19 Dr. Wiltse auparking.
the exercise of arbitrary power
The parking area south of the by the majority that Calhoun tographed books at Legerton and
laundry and behind the Mess erected the barrier of States Company in Charleston from 4 to
{all has not been paved on ac- Rights and made it good. Though 6 p. m. At 9 p. m. he spoke
fcoun of lack of funds. However, the terms of the contest have at the Charleston Free Public
cinders have been put i on this changed, there is and will always Library.
area and logs used to mark off
phe parking spaces.
NEW ....
At the 'present time about 10 or
BATHING SHORTS
15 spaces are not available due
CREPE SOLE SHOES .
to storage of ' materials for the
. FRENCH CUFF
PALM , BEACH SUITS .
lev/ Steam Plant under construcSHIRTS
tion -across the street. However,
[his will soon be relieved as the
Duilding is being completed this
fpring.
Failure of students to cooperate
by parking their cars in the proper spaces may require that enforcement measures be instituted.
It is hoped that it will not be
Complete Automotive
pecessary to do this at Clemson,
out it will require the cooperation
Machine Shop
pf those students owning automoi to make this change unSENECA PHONE 383 — WAUIALLA PHONE 186
recessary.

Gribbin, Episcopal Rector, Once
Preached fro Deaf-Mute Listeners

Furmon U. Choir
Slates Y Program

Sam's Lunch

Agents for SEhaefer Tailors
For 31 Years
Reasonably Priced Toifored Suits'
With Guaranteed Fitting
Complete Line of Ready-to-Wear
\

Clothing and Furnishings

LIGON'S MENS WEAR
16 W. WASHINGTON ST.

GREENVILLE

Gov. Thurmond Has Received First
Copies of New Calhoun Histories

\

■\kw$moScan a SMnd sonfl hb?
Hear Sam Donahue playing

(A CAPITOL RECORDING)

•.. and you'll know!
Sam Donahue's new waxing is a real something. Yes! It's
smooth, it's swingy, it's something terrific for a fast Lindy—or
what-do-you-do? In music, Sam knows that whether you dance
it fast or slow—you'll want it smooth. And when it comes to
cigarettes, Sam himself wants a cool, smooth-smoking cigarette. That's why Sam says, "Camels suit my 'T-Zone' to a "I".
Camels are the mildest cigarette I've ever smoked—and they
taste great, too!"

-flov^/WtDcan a cigarette be,?
Smoke CAMELS for 30 DAYS
—and you'll know!
In a recent coast-to-coast test of hundreds of men and women
who smoked only Camels for 30 days —an average of one to
two packs a day—noted throat specialists, after making weekly
examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT
IRRITATION DUE TO SMOKING

.... HOKE SLOAN

Wicjsngtori Auto Parts Co*

^one¥=®ac6 <3«^«nlee! JZ^ZLXT^^ you
are not convinced that Camels are the mildest cigarette you ever smoked,
return the package with the unused Camels and we will refund its full
purchase price, plus postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina,

7

;»,
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Mugwumps? Never!
In spite of the fact that we were criticized, it is gratifying to know that an editorial page in the Tiger could stir
up so much talk as did last week's especially the cartoon.
It is also proved beyond doubt that there are at Clemson
a great many people with character enough to have strong
convictions and beliefs.
Contrary to the way it might appear to the reader, the
cartoon in last week's paper was NOT designed to be detrimental to the CDA or those organizations sponsoring
i the ^Military Ball. It was the product of the opinions of
those we believed to be in the majority. Since, as someone
else has stated it in a letter to Tom Clemson this week, this
•paper's prime purpose is to mirror the opinion of the majority of the student body, that cartooon was run. This fact
w;as brought out in the editorial column when it was suggeested that the only correct way to answer the question
was to poll the student body.
Since in taking sides in any queestion, you always get on
the wrong side in someone's eyes, the safe method would be
to straddle the fence. However, this editorial staff believes
it is better to run the risk of being on the wronk side than
to be a constant fence-straddler.
That's a funny thing about editorials; if all your readers
agreed with you, there would be no need for editorials in
the first place. Carrying the idea to the extreme, if we were
all in complete agreement, there would be no news for
newspapers, either.

Er's Not A Community Sing
From srme of the glee club members comes news that
glee club concerts are not attended by nearly as many of the
students as by townspeople. They say that it's disheartening to practice as ardbusly as they do and then find that the
members of the student doby aren't appreciative enough to
come to their concerts.
And they have a good point. The glee club we have
is a far cry from the poor display of musical talent the school
could have scraped up a few years ago. Presently one of
the best college singing groups in this area, the glee club
should be a matter of pride for Clemson, a school which
makes few concessions to culture, musical or otherwise.
That wre do possess a glee club, recognized as having aboveaverage ability, is not an accident. It is the fruit of sweat
and work.
The members of the glee club, in preparing for a concert, must practice two or three times a week for six weeks
to two months prior to the event. It's easy to see why
they might be discouraged when, at a concert, they find
more students in the glee club than in the audience.

"Some of you may find it difficult, at first, to adjust yourselves fo this early
morning class" period."

Talk of the Town
By Howell Arthur
Last Thursday night, the Student Welfare Committee, a group of ten faculty
members headed by Professor John D.
Lane, held the last of three meetings on
the cheating situation at Clemson. Student leaders representative of most major
campus organizations were invited to meet
with them, as were a great many faculty
members who are not members of the
committee.
The committee did not meet to set up an
honor system. Nor was its purpose to condemn honor systems in general. It- con-*
sidered the facts without trying to sugarcoat them, and it set about to find a remedy.
Each fact of the problem was discussed
honestly and intelligently.
At the first meeting, the honor system
adopted by the University of Yirgiinia 109
years ago, an apparently successful one
which lias been dragged before the opponents of the honor system consistenly by
its proponents, was hauled out for consideration.
In the first place, it was brought out that
the system was begun when the university was much smaller than either it or
Clemson is now. The gestation period undoubtly was very painful, even then. Now,
it would be prohibitive. Secondly, the system did not result from someone's simply
snapping his fingers and saying "Let there
be an honor system." Like Topsy and the
parking problem, it grew. And its growth
was accomplished despite several painfully
false starts. These facts were disclosed in
a letter written by the student group at
Virginia which is at present charged with
enforcing its provisions, and were weighed
carefully by Clcmson's committee.
The product of the committee's endeavor
is a plan—not a system, but a plan. Its
government will be vested in the students,
as is Virginia's. Instead of having the entire campus as its uniform scope, however,
it will be used or not used in each individual
section or classroom.
As I understand the plan from silting in
on tiie discussion, it will work or not work
this way:
A group of students in a class can petition their professor to let them operate under the plan. If the students do not do this,
they will proceed as if nothing had happened. A professor may encourage his students
to adopt the plan, but he may not and cannot require them to. Likewise, if the professor prefers not to participate, he is not
to be censured for taking his stand.
Once petitioned, the professor will give
each student his choice, and those who wish
to take quizzes under the plan will be segregated during quiz periods from those who
do not. The latter will be proctored very
carefully, but they will not be discriminated
against; rather than assuming that they refuse to give up cheating, he will suppose
that they have some moral or personal reason for demurring, such as a disinclination

to report other students who they know
will cheat even after voicing a preference
for the plan. Only a very naive person
can deny with any conviction that such dishonest'Students do exist, and participation
' in the T>ian calls for loud tapping of the
feet when' cheating is detected. (Incidentally, tapping on the part of two students
will be'-necessary before a student can be
reported for cheating. The first student's
' tapping will serve as a warning.)
Next, the professor will define the conditions''under which the work he assigns
must be completed. In other words, he will
tell his pupils just what he means by cheating. Thus, no one will be able to seek defense by protesting that "I didn't know
I was doing anything wrong." Actually,
' this has. been a serious hindrance to the
abolition of cheating, because some professors have taken cooperation among students into consideration in assigning work
which could not possibly be completed by
one student toiling alone.
Any student who is caught cheating in.
a class in which the plan is in use will be
given a failing grade on the course. This is
die sole penalty provided for during this
trial period. Fair trial will, of course, precede such action.
The chief significance of this plan is that
il can and should end forever the honor
system controversy. It contains as many
of the provisions to be found in an honor
system as it could in this incipient stage.
If it succeeds, it could lead to a successful
honor system. If not, it is not conceivable
that an honor system could be successful
at Clemson. Its enemies among exponents
of the honor system hold that it has not
enough teeth to be effective. Teeth, to the
contrary, would serve only to make it unpopular; and il must be popular if^it is
to attain its end of destroying cheating. Any
physics student knows that friction lowers
efficiency.
If the plan is okayed by the adminstration,
il will be handed to the students soon to do
with as they see fit. On them and on the
faculty will rest the burden of bringing
about its achievement or its failure.
Pardonez-Moi
Last week in this space it was observed
that veterans eating in the Mess Hall will
be very silly if they do not respond to Blue
Key's proposed "hush-up campaign." This
is true under the new sytem, which prohibits announcements which do not concern
the vets as well as the cadets.
Not, brought out, however, was the fact
that the vets cannot be criticized for not having remained quiet during announcements
in the past, when such nuisance material
as long-drawn out cadet disciplinary cases
was allowed to disturb the peace. Thus it
.was implied that the vets had been wholly
to blame. This was an unjust and untrue
implications.
Je le regrette.

March 17, 1949
Clemson College, S. C.
Dear Tom,
In our opinion we think the
Tiger is a newspaper which is
published for the enjoyment and
coordination of the students. We
consider the Tiger to be a medium
between, all groups of students
on the campus. To date, these
groups have cooperated exceptionally well in almost any project which has been undertaken.
However, this coordination is in
danger of being severed.
We refer to the cartoon which
appeared on the editorial page
of last week's Tiger. We believe
that such cartoons are detrimental to the spirit which is
necessary to insure a successful
Clemson ctance. We appreciate
the publicity given the week-end
festivities by the article on the
front page of the Tiger. However, we feel that the effect
of this publicity is destroyed by
the controversial articles appearing on the editorial page. It is
a tradition that these ceremonies be staged in connection with
the Military Ball, and we feel that
this tradition should be maintained as long as the Military
Ball, is held at Clemson.
On the editorial page the question, "What's Wrong With The
C. D. A. was raised. Perhaps
one of the reasons is because cartoons like the one depicting complete disinterest in the ceremony
would influence attendance.
"What's Wrong With The CD.
A. . . .• We feel that the C.D.A.
is doing an excellent job of presenting dances at Clemson, considering the support they get from
some of the students! WHAT ARE
THE PREDOMINATING FACTORS CAUSING THIS LACK
OF SUPPORT?
Sincerely,
The Execuitve Sergeant's Club

OSCAR SAYSthat he, Oscar, could expose
that Oscar found out what Pat
half the school for the shady activities that went on around here Hance was bucking for. He got
on the past weekend.
in, too.
OSCAR SAYS

OSCAR SAYS

OSCAR SAYS

-OSCAR SAYS-

that it wouldn't do any good,
that he wonders why McMahai*.
anyway, so the culprits may keeps switching from one girl to
breathe easy. Some of them have another. Reckon he's looking for
enough to worry about to last the one and only?
them a life time.
OSCAR SAYS
-OSCAR SAYSthat Roberts can't even win a
that as much as he hates to admit it the CDA deserves a great Boobie King election. "Lover"
deal of credit for two fine dances, Strom will do about as well,
though.
so, have a rose on Oscar.
that Oscar got a note from a
that Oscar's other three roses
go to The Brigadiers for giving fan saying that "Moron" Smithout with the best dance music of wick didn't have to run for Boobie
the year. 'Statement comes as a King; he was the people's choice.
result of a popular (Oscar) poll.
-OSCAR SAYSthat a certain Limestone Lady
OGCAR SAYS
••
that "Yo Yo" Cone laid all in- told Corporal Black to keep his
hibitions aside Saturday night and grimy hands to himself . . . Parade
a certain odd numbered prefab res-s-s-t.
fairly rocked and rolled.
-OSCAR SAYSOSCAR SAYS
that if anybody wants to comthat the military show was bat in a little ' friendly verbal
neither long nor laborious as debate, just contact "Spooks" Puleverybody thought it would be. kinen. He'll take on all comers.
•
OSCAR SAYS
-OSCAR SAYSthat "Lover Boy" McLain will
that if anybody wants a feeble
testify that wafging tongues and
fight, just ask Jack Zeigler who
Military Balls don't mix.
dated his girl in Columbia this
OSCAR SAYS
that David, Smooch hound, Fos- past weekend.
ter has changed his name to ban-OSCAR SAYSthat "Duck butt" Creech did
jo eyes.
all right for himself this weekOSCAR SAYS
.
that Carol Cox was unanimous- end. Maybe that explains why he
ly elected into one of the campus had his picture taken three times
social fraternities Saturday night. at the dance.

The Veteran's
Corner
Compensation,
hospitalization ;
and readjustment allowances have
brought questions from veterans
regarding these Federal benefits.
Answers are obtained from the
Veterans Administration, and are
published in this column by the
Clemson Tiger as a service to our
veterans and their dependents.
Q: I was honorably discharged
from the Army in 1946, but have
not applied for readjustment allowance yet. How long will this
benefit remain available to me?
A: Generally, this benefit must
be claimed within two years from
discharge or release from active
service or two years from July
25, 1947, whichever is later.
Q: I am at present receiving
compensation for 30 percent disability. If I take a job carrying
rural mail three hours a day, will
my compensation be stopped?
A: Compensation is not reduced because of your employment.
Reduction in compensation is
made only if your disability has
lessened in degree.
Q: Early last year I received
an adjustment check on my compensation from the Veterans Administration. Do I have to pay
income tax on this payment?
A: No. By law, all payments
made under laws relating to veterans are exempt from Federal
income tax payments.
(Veterans wishing further information
regarding
veterans'
benefits may have their questions
answered by contacting the VA
Office, 207 N. Main St., Anderson Building, Anderson, S. C.)

OSCAR SAYS

-OSCAR SAYSthat R. O. Watson has been trythat Kelly doesn't hang around
ing so hard to get "Crisco" elect- Clemson much anymore. Why
ed Boobie King. Must be pro- don't you boys lay off him awhile.
tecting one of his favored friends.
-OSCAR SAYS-OSCAR SAYSthat Menendez has about the
that Pruitt and Facchin didn't
quite make it to the dance Satur- best collection of war stories that
day night. They had other busi- Oscar has ever heard. .He should
write a book.
ness, pressing.
-OSCAR SAYS

OSCAR SAYS

that he hears that Techlenburg
that he wonders how McReight
picked up the name of "Proxy." went on a mighty fine house party
this past weekend.
<3SCAR SAYS
that Rochester will henceforth
-OSCAR SAYSthat Oscar would like to thank
be referred to in this column as
his readers for their literary con"Speedy."
OSCAR SAYS
tributions. Anyone having tidthat if "Sunshine" Tobin does bits of gossip that they'd like to
as bad a job on the '50 Taps as see in print may get same to Oscar
he did on his face, Oscar doesn't by dropping in the Tiger door
want any.
box.

Poet's Corner
By Jack Bradfield
The Albatross
More restless than the wind's inconstant race
AOee from Summer's jagged teeth ablaze
When Storm has thrown his mask about her face—■
For whom to seek? What distant shore to raise?
He passes by the lonely ships at sea,
And scans each face below with wistful eye,
Peculiar ways and gaze a mystery
That none unfold—but sense, and wonder, and sigh.
A master of the secret airy trails,
A mighty frigate known to every sky,
With pinions swifter than the fleetest sails—■
But are there chains, unseen, on some who fly?
Ethereal haunts, to us a joyous thing,
Alas! the meager limits of a wing.
Wild Stallion
The wind and clouds are kin to thee,
Swift shadow in the night;
But they are bound and you are free,
No rein to rasp and bite.
No wind could follow where you go;
Nor turn, nor stop, nor flee.
No cloud your pace a lightness show,
Nor eagle farther see.
The dawn is chained to Night and Day,
The Moon to Earth and Sun;
Tomorrow's footsteps never stay
Tomorrow where you run.
A bird to nest, and I to home,
Nor feel in them a jail;
But where your hooves are wont to roam,
There lies no earthly trail.
Some day your wand'ring feet will slow,
As breezes do, and clouds, too.
Some dawn will find you in the snow,
Will find you there, with Death due.
Perhaps then I may cast a noose
About you, bind and tie you.
Or will you then from Earth fly loose?
As winds oft do, and clouds, too.

J.W.B.

$a$& ^w Ot&e% @oltefe 1Raf&
By BILL BERRY
Bill: "If you had your life to
live over again, what would you
do?"
Bob: "The same thing, only
much oftener."
He: "Why wait 'til we get home
to tell me whether you'll marry
me or not?"
She: "I'm scared; this is the
spot where my father proposed
to my mother."
He: "What about it?"
She: "Well, on the way home,
the horse ran away and father
was killed."
Love is like heaven—like hell!

Once upon a time, a rooster
And now for our 'poem of the
was chasing a hen around the
week!
house. An old farmer was sitting
Mary had a little watch
on the front porch eating a sandShe swallowed it one day.
wich and watching them. While
The doctor gave her calomel
they were circling the house, the
To pass the time away.
farmer threw some bread crumbs
on the ground as he finished the
Mary took the calomel
sandwich. As the rooster and the
The time it would not pass.
So now if you want to knew the hen rounded the corner the rooster
time
spotted these crumbs and stopped
Just look up Mary's brother.
chasing the hen and began eating
(He didn't swallow his watch.)
the crumbs. "Judas," said the old
Rammer Jammer
farmer. "I hope I never get that
And then there was the one hungry."
about the fly who couldn't remember what he did with his
A former Tiger staffer has
specks.
landed a job. He works in a
bloomer factory, and we hear
In a kick, it's distance.
that he is pulling down about two
In a cigarette, it's taste.
In a rumble seat, it's impossible. thousand a year.

Judge: "So you say the defendant stole the money from
your stocking?"
Plaintiff: "Yes, your honor."
Judge: "Then why didn't you
He: "You're just like a sister to
„.■,.,
.,.
„
No, said the centipede crossresist?"
Plaintiff: "Well, how did I know
She: "Migawd, what a home ing her legs, "a hundred times
life."
no!"
he was after my money?"
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Vets, Must Prove YMCA Speaker
DepencTcy Status
Under existing V. A. Regulations when a veteran acquires a
dependent^ wife, child or dependent parent) after he enters training the i effective date if the increase inrsl subsistence allowance
on account, of the dependent is the
date the evidence establishing the
dependenoy is received by the
Veterans'. Administration.
Mr. Jwfafci B. Allen, V. A. contact representative, states that
some veterans are losing some of
the increased subsistence allowance to which they are entitled by
failing to I submit the required
evidence;.to the Veterans Administration ^promptly after the new
dependent us acquired.
Mr. Allen is located in the V. A.
Office in ;lhe, basement of Tillman Hall ion Tuesday and Wednesday of'leach week, between the
hours of-0:80 a. m. and 4:00 p. m.
He urges veteran students to submit the required evidence to the
Veterans Administration as soon
as possibly and requests that veterans contact him immediately if
there is any doubt as to the type
of evidence required by the V. A.
to establish proof of the dependent.

Eugene A. Turner, former
secretary with the International
Committee of YMCA and now
a retired resident of Tryon, N.
C, will visit the Clemson campus on March 26-31 as a guest
of the College YMCA. While
here, he will meet with several
classes and will also speak to
student groups in the barracks.
On Sunday, March 27, he will
speak at the Clemson Methodist
Church and that evening at 6:30
will be heard at YMCA Vespers Services.

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST
NOW TRY THE BEST

Complete Stock of L. P. Records

MARTIN RADIO SERVICE
CLEMSON, S. C.

You atfe always welcome at the ....

Oemson Cafeteria &• Bakery
"Y" Buildim]
Meet your friends here and enjoy ....
A Good Hcme-Cooked Meal
We Will Be Glad to Plan Your Banquet or
Private Party for You

STE4KS AND SANDWICHES TO ORDER
MR. & MRS. R. L. MORIS, OPERATORS
Open 7 AM to 11 PM

5 >

5

l See us for

I MRROW
i "Sussex"
I or

i "Par"...
. . . and you get the smartest
widespread collars made.
"Sussex"—crisp oxford, $3.95

i

"Par"—snowy broadcloth, $3.65
Both bear the Sanforized label
(won't shrink a measly 1 %), are
Mitoga shaped for trimness
around the waist, and have
anchored buttons.

\
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Officers'
Spiegel Finds Peace and Solitude New
Club Head
er Finally Getting His Ma

STORY THUS FAR: Leroj*
Hassenspiel, a particularly loathsome adolescent has reported the
disappearance of his mother to March 25 (Friday)
Q
4-5 p. m.—Installation of Chanimmv Snivel, the mastermind
1
detective with a bloodhound nose ter of S'^ma Pi Si<?roa. Nationp"
and bloodshot eyes.
Su^Dicion Physics Honor Society; Scabbard
rests upon Leroy's father who has and Blade Club Boom. Banqtra'
been unnaturally delighted by frNr irmn from 7;30 to 9 p. m.'
mother's absence.
Sammy be- Hotel.'
lieves he has an open and shut March 26 (Saturday)
3:30 p. m. — Baseball Game:
case. Tell it, Spiegel, old boy.
After disappointedly watching Davidson vs Clemson.
Leroy's bicycle narrowly escape March 27 (Sunday)
2:20, 6:10 p. m.—Vesper Serthe front of a speeding automobile, I turned from the window vices ;_YMCA. Speaker, Mr. Euand spoke to Effie, "I'd like to gene Turner.
take a nice girl out to lunch be- March 28 (Monday)
fore I wind up this simple but
5 p. m.—Calendar Committee
profitable case."
meeting; Resistrar's Office.
"Who, for example?
You've
7 p. m.—Forum Club; Physic?
never known a nice girl," answer- Building.
ed Effie, snapping her garter.
March 29 (Tuesday)
"Yes I have, oeach blossom—
8 p. m. — Spring Concert by
you!" I slapped my thigh and Clemson College Glee Club; Colspit out a stream of tobacco iuice lege Chapel.
to make my point emphatic.
March 30 (Wednesday)
"Why Sam!" cried Effie, cutting
3:30 p. m. — Baseball Game;
loose an Octave of such sheer de- Duke vs Clemson.
light that my bourbon bottle shat6:45 p. m. — Church Night for
tered.
Camous Churches.
"I'd like something unusual in
8:30-10:30 p. m. — Naval Refood. Let's go to the Tiger Den," serve Unit;_ Chemistry Lecture
I offered.
Room. •
"You mean that cute little place , March 31 (Thursday)'
downtown shaped like a snuff
3:30 p. m. — Baseball Game;
box?"
Duke vs Clemson.
"No, it's shaped like a hamburger stand. It's kind of an unusual idea."
Jobs Offered by Civil
"Say, that's a cute twist—new
that is. Food good?" she asked.
Service Commission
"Oh, simply yummy; they use
frankfurters three feet long.
The IT. S. Civil Service ComThey're so delicious you'd swear mission has announced that apyou were eating hotdogs," I grab- plications for engineer positions
bed her arm and dragged her paying $2,974 a year, located at
through the door before she could Wright Field, near Dayton, Ohio,'
drool a puddle on my clean dirt will be accepted until March 31,
floor. We ran all the way to town. 1949, by the Executive Secretary,
When we finished eating our Board of U. S. Civil Service Exdelicious order of goat glands in aminers, Headquarters, Air Mabarbecue sauce, we were brought teriel Command, M C A C X B,
one finger-bowl between us. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Neither one of us wanted to use Dayton, Ohio. |
No written test is required for
the other's greasy water, so we
ordered another goat gland in these positions,, which arein reorder to receive another finger- search and development work in
bowl. By this time we were both the field of aviation. To qualify,
applicants must have completed a
unbelieveably filthy.
"This is a hell of a note!" said full 4-year engineering curricuEffie, who could use profanity lum leading to a bachelor's degree
in aeronautical, mechanical, or
when the occasion called for it.
We walked out in a huff and electrical engineering. Applicawiped our fingers on the side of tions will be accepted from.pjudents who expect to complete the
the building.
"Hey, stupid!" were the next required study not later than
words that shattered my compo- June 30, 1949. The maximum age
sure. I turned around and got limit for the jobs, waived for pernauseated by the face I saw. It sons entitled to veteran preferwas Leroy Hassenspiel. "I thought ence, is 35 years.
Interested persons may obtain
you were working for me, apehead," be continued in his four- detailed information and applicateen-year-old loud-mouthed vul- tion, forms from most first- and
garity. "There's some funny do- second-class post offices, from
ngs at my diggins. Why aintcha Civil Service regional offices,
over there? Get goin', ya perk." from the U. S. Civil Service Com, I wanted to dip his head in a mission, Washington 25, D. C. or
bucket of rain water, but the from the Board of Examiners at
magnificent Sammy never loses the above address.
control. "Aw, go stuff a sock in
it," was my even retort.
Scarlet O'Hara jurhped like a
He flipped his cigar ashes on rabbit. "Dead! How did she die?"
my shoeshine, so I slapped him in
"Of ague maybe," he leered,
the kisser. Before his stypid face •pursuing her across the room.
could resume its usual doltish ex"I don't believe you. People
pression, I was off to the Hassen- don't get ague anymo'; they get
spiel's.
flu. You're a murderer!"
Slipping up to the house with
"He, he, he," he chuckled. "It
the characteristic Spiegel catlike was easy, baby. We just went for
itealth, I peered through a par- a walk, and I pushed her in. The
tially opened window. Interest- grass was slippery; it was so
ing sights and sounds came from simple. He, he; she made such
within.
beautiful bubbles when she sank.
A plump, hearty middle-aged My little piece " of fried chicken,
50ul with octagonal bi-focals and I did it for you. I won't be stop. iweat on his upper lip was pant- ped now.' Come here!"
ing over a sleek platinum-haired
"Oh—help!" cried honey-chile.
Dlonde. His voice was hot with "Ain't, theer no red-blooded
oassion, but it had an odd whis- Southern boy to save me." .
tling sound due to a loose upper
"Here comes Samuel Spiegel,
olate.
of the .Charleston Spiegels," I
"Come away with me, Nellie cried,i giving a rousing rebel yell,
Mae. I have a thriving facial and:leaping through the window.
^issue business in Toledo. I'll Since the window was still par:ive you furs, diamonds, Cadillacs tially closed, a few moments, were
—Anything."
wasted while I picked myself ' ■
The languorous blonde, shaped out of the azalea garden. The
'ike the prow of a New Bedford next time I rushed through thf
whaler, spoke with a drawl that door.
Oswald Hassenspiel was
smacked of grits and candied waiting for me with a nickle/ams. "Su-gah," she trilled, "You plated colt, but before he could
know ah rather be dead in Clem- use it, our heroine got behind
son than alive in Toledo. Then, him, whipped a blackjack out of
too, I declare, you're 'getting her girdle and belted him across
plump as a 111' shoat. I like mah the sconce.
men tall and slim."
I'm happy to report that "Hot"Baby," he panted, "you can't lips" Hassenspiel shall pay the
tease me like this. I'm really thin full penalty for his crime, and
—really. This dairy weather the lithe formed, platinum-haircauses me to expand. C'mon, I'll ed mint julep is now youring wild,
buy you a drink." He reached for loving incoherencies into my shell
a bottle of bonded Canadian pink ears. It's maddening!
whiskey.
She held up a pink white hand.
"Now sugar, you know I'm a clean
livin' Furman gal. My .mother
was Scotch-Irish on my father's
side, and we jus' don't approve of
likker. You can fix me some
pensi-cola, honey-boy."
He reached down and startled
her by caressing her knee. She
playfully slapped his chubby little
biddy face and cried, "Why, Oswald; what's got into you lately.
You're just a bad ole wolf."
"Wolf!" he cried, "I'm not a
Modern Electric
wolf, you luscious sultry petal of
magnolia; I'm a sabre-toothed
Shoe Shop
tiger. I'm burning for you, .baby;
Just Below Bank
come with me—or I'll soak your
head in the Seneca. River until
Clemson, S. C.
you're as dead as my wife."
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A feature writer for the "Daily
Texan" summarizes a recent survey made by a "national magazine
among college graduates. 9,065
degree-hclders considered representative were questioned. If you
get a degree and go to work, according to the survey, here is
what you can expect:
You will become a professional
man or an executive with a salary of about $4,500 a year.
You will own your own home,
which will have six rooms and a
monthly rental value of $84. You
will marry only once and will not
become divorced. You will plan
to have three children but will
probably have only two.
You will read most of the best
sellers, both fiction and non-fiction. You will also read from one
to four magazines, concentrating
on the "Reader's Digest," "Life,"
"Time" and the "Saturday Evening Post."
You will attend qhurch fairly
regular and belong td about three
other organizations. But the other
organizations will have to do
without you at about half their
meetings.
You will engage in about five
political activities which includes
reading about 'politics in newspapers m\d magazines and discussing
it with your friends. You will
keep up with local civic activities

and take an active part in the
civic affairs of your community.
You will also keep up with national and international developments, but your active status in
politics will probably be confined
to voting.
Interestingly enough, you will
not arbitrarily identify yourself
with any political party but will
vote according to the issue in any
given election.
You will have only slightly less
than four hours a day to spend
in spare time activities. Most of
that time, will be taken i1) by
reading or visiting friends. You
will rarely ever go to a night club
for entertainment.
In the matter of attitudes, you
will believe that personal integrity • of conduct and continuous
searching for truth are the most
important goals in life, and you
will believe less and less that the
greatest satisfaction in life comes
from financial success, influence
or prestige.
You will becom'e more liberal
than you were in college. You
will believe that all Americans
should have equal opportunity in
social, economic and political affairs. And you won't agree that
children of minority groups or
other races should play among
themselves.

Short 'n Straight
By Charlie Still, Regimental Chaplain
"Worthwhile folks just don't happen."
Such is the statement of an author who no doubt was one
of your favorites in years rone by. The author was Robert
Louis Stevenson, the man who wrote "Kidnapped," 'Treasure. Island," and many other thrilling sea stories.
To quote him further, "You aren't born worthwhile; you
are only born with the possiblities of becoming worthwhile,
you?', job is to discover and develop the person you oughi
to lie."
Only after that person "you ought to be" is discovered
hViJiou.-can any progres.-; be -made. And it's not so impos
sib'eas you may {'link, either; Bui first of all you have
to find the "real values" of life. And how does one go abou!
finding them? Perhaps the best answer is an example of
a feHow who has found these "real values."
Have you ever heard of Uoak Walker? Sure, you have.
Yep,-he was the sparkplug of the Cotton Bowl football team
that Southern- Methodist University turned out last season. Why; be took just about every honor that football
has to offer, including the Heisman Trophy. And he's been
acclaimed the "wonder boy" of the Southwestern Conference by most of the sportswriters of that and other sections.
these are the tacts that all of us know, hut do we know
U\T rest of Dc.ak Vv'aikker'l story? Now that's where things
get interesting. Walker's friends will (ell you that he isn't
the least bit conceited, nor does he seek out special glory
for himself, even on the gridiron. In this year's Cotton
Bowl game, he-left the flekl of his own accord to let a
graduating teammate have one last try at making the extra
point after touchdown. Such actions of Ihoughifulncss
and kindness have won the respect and admiration of all
his associates. They say that Doak Walker has the "real
stuff." And where did his "real stuff" come from? Doak
gives- the credit to his parents and to the Highlands Park
Presbyterian Church, located in his home town of Dallas.
Ou Sunday mornings he can be found in the young adult
class, taught by his father. And more often than not, teammates Kyle Bole, Paul Page, Dick McKissack,, and others
tire along loo.
It doesn't take a great deal of deep thought for us
to realize that even though relatively few men can excel
in football, ail of us can excel i in kindness, courtesy; and
genuine Christian love toward our fellows. P tt first, wc
must learn the real values, and app'y 11 .em to ourselves.
"Search me and try me .... and lead nic in the way
everlasting."

CHATTER
By TED GREGORY

Major W. H. Finley, Clemson
class of 1931, has b"^ ar^r-it^H I
officer in charge of the Officers
Club at Erding Air Force Depot
near Munich, Germany.
This depot is supply and maintenance center for the United
States Air Forces in Eurcoe and
is chief supply and maintenance
center for the Berlin Air Lilt.
Major Finley was supervisor oi
the Franklin Public Schools from
1939-1942 before he entered the
Air Force, and again from 1947
to January 1949 when he was recalled to active duty.

Iowa Uniy. Students
Now Paying Less Rent
Many of the University ot
Iowa's married students living in
temporary university housing units are now paying less rent. Reductions were announced shortlj
after the transfer of title to the
housing units to the university by
the federal government.
Under the FPHA. rents were
fixed by the federal government
with a rent adjustment 'policy in
effect under which the student
occupant paid anadjusted rent to
equal twenty-five per cent of his
income. Under the new system
of rates established by the university, occupants will pay a flat
rate which will include all utilities.
Reductions now in effect are
as follows: cottage and quonset
apartments, from $42 to $40 per
.month; expansible trailers, from
$32.50 to $31 monthly; standard
trailers rent for the same amount
as formerly, $25 per month.

LET US DO YOUR

A real battle is wp^ini between
Charlie Baraet, the. Mad Mab, and
WoirFy Herspiai"* Herd. Each is
seeking to take the place of Stan
K>-nt™n as the leader of the new
■progressive ja^z craze. Barnet
is s'^owin" manv boneful signs
in his ability 1o play bop yet
communicate a feeling of unified
band swing to the crowds. Perhaps the long-looked-for band revival would come more easily
through Barnet rather than
through the more esoteric lineage sported by the Herdsmen.
Duke Ellington at present is
planning on an extended vacation
to begin sometime in April. He
will break up his band for the
well-earned rest.
Frank Sinatra will be off the
Hit Parade May 24, the end of his
39-week contract. He has been
squawking about the material he
is being forced to sing on the
show. I don't see how anyone
can blame him, with all of these
"hillybilly" tunes in the popular
ranks. I think the present day
popular tunes are taking us back"
twenty years. Sinatra is hearing
offers to star him on radio and
television.
For years I have been trying to
figure out why Nat "King" Cole
is such a tremendous vender of
lyrics. I can, only conclude that in
addition to his natural taste in
■phrasing, he is a "constant cooer."
He fondles, ladles, cradles, and
wheedles the. most emotion out
of sounds that most singers deliver as more or less explosive
punctuation to their softer vowel
sounds. Listen to his new "Portrait of Jenny" and I think you
will understand what I am talking
about.
June Christy, former vocalist
with Stan Kenton, is working on
a plan to go on her own with a
series of "recitals." These "recitals" are and have been June's
desire for a long time. At present
she is on tour with Illinois Jacquet. Illinois, honking and all,
is pleasing all those who like to
hear him do that, and annoys all
those who dislike it. You can't
blame Illinois for playing that
way; it's his bread and butter,
but ... .
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The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M'

Thursday, March 24, 1949

Orange Team Is Victorious Over Blue Team 27-13 in Spring Practice Finale
rangemen f©
Thompson Stars for Losers m Last Same
By SCOOP REYNOLDS

The fans who witnessed (lie intra-squad game in Memorial Stadium Saturday saw a powerful but ragged Tiger
team wind up Spring praetiee here at Clemson. Flashes
of superb playing weie shown during the tilt as Coach
Howard's boys cavorted before approximately 1500 enthusiasts in a preview of what may be expected of the '49
Bengal squad.
Work To Be Done
At times, they looked like a replica of the Gator Bowl
team, but more often they resembled the green band of
footballers th.ey are. Anticipated weaknesses in the line
were noticeable as were the expected strong spots in the
power laden backfield. However, just as there was. a
marked difference between this years eleven and last year's
team, there was just as large a difference between the boys
that played Saturday and the ones who started practice about
six weeks ago. Howard and his assistants have brought
their charges a long way since February and if the footballers
improve equally as much next fall, there will be much confusion in the- camps of Clemson opponents when September
rolls around.
Backs Are Brilliant
With stars Bay Mathews and Jackie Calvert sidelined,
the boys who tote the mail could have had a lot of their
thunder taken away, but that wasn't the story. The slingshot arm of Carol Cox and the pile driving of Fred Cone
were outstanding in the orange victory, but the performances
of these two did not outshine the antics of "Bugs" Thompson who served notice Saturday that be will bear watching
by each and every Tiger rival.
Equally as outstanding in the forward wall were John
Poulos, Dan DiMucci, Jack Bi'unson, Jim 'McCauley and
Bob Hudson. These linemen and several others showed
that experience may be lacking among them, but not spirit
and fight. Howard has worked the linemen especially hard
during the training period, and his work has not gone for
naught. Too, Gene Moore and Luke Deanhardt, mainstays
up front, were out, so one can't tell how the line will look
with these workhorses in the lineup.
Davidson Here
The rains came Tuesday and spoiled the debut of the
Tiger diamondmen who were slated to open with Newberry.
They will try against Davidson here Saturday. The Wildcats supposedly boasi a strcjjg nine, but may run into
trouble in the week end affair. With sluggers like Frank
Gillespie, Luke deanhardt and Bay Mathews ready to lire
away, the North Carolina boys may go home disappointed.
Time will tell, though, as many rough edges remained to
be smoothed.
Meanwhile, it's an eager band of Tigers who arc awaiting Saturday's contest.
Swimmers Lose
Clemsors's swimmers tasted defeat twice during their trip
to Florida, hut they gave a much better account of themselves this year than last time in the sunshine slate. The
University cf Flbrica conquered the taiikinert pretty decisively Friday, but Florida State had trouble with the
aquamen Saturday after the Tigs had gathered their wits.
Harry Parker and Stanley Converse were outstanding Cor
the swimmers who close the season Saturday when they
clash with Pensaeola at the local Y.M.C.A.
Nctters Begin Season
*
Our net!''-, tarted the Season in fine fashion Monday
by grinding out a 7-2 victory over Newberry. The iietters
are also lacking in experience, but showed good form against
the Indians. There's room for a lot of improvement in
the play of the racketmen, but they ought to come around
with the veteran coach Hoke Sloan leading them. They
met Erskine today but scores from the match, were unavailable when the Tiger went to press.
Future Tiger Stars
A host of High School pigskin stars have been contacted
about attending Clemson next year, and many have indicated that they will cast their lot with the Tigers. Some
are still hesitant as to which college will be their alma
mater, but the athletic department is slaying in close touch
with these undecided ones. The names of the future Tiger
stars can't be printed for various and sundry reasons, but
according to a reliable source, next years freshman eleven
will be one of the best in the history of Clemson.
Some of the names have been published. Among these
are Bed McLellan, who sparkled in Florence's backfield
last year. Another luminary who will play for the Baby
Bengals next year is Hugh Merk, an all-state tackle at Liberty during the past season. Jim Shirley, star fullback on
Seneca's aggregation, has chosen Clemson as has "Speck"
Granger, one of the best footballers ever to perform for
Parker High. These are only a few, but as we said before,
the others are not for publication. One very good reason
why they can't be announced is that certain other institutions upon learning the player's intentions, immediately
set out to wrest them away from Clemson.
Odds and Ends
Phil Prince, Co-captian of the Gator Bowlers, has signed
a contract with the New York Giant's professional football club. Prince graduates in June . . . Wedding bells
have tolled for Bay Mathews. The Ail-American candidate
was married earlier in the week to a girl from his home town
of McKeesport, Penn. . . . June Pruitt, who has sparkled in
basketball, baseball and football at Clemson, has been considered for the athletic director post at Victor Mills . . .
Spartanburti's prides and joys, Pete Cook, John Poulos, and
Bobbv Williams were shining lights in Saturday's game.

Under a blamy spring sun Coach Frank Howard gave a
pigskin preview to the visiting sport scribes and nearly
1500 ardent followers of the famed Bengals. However,
the preview was incomplete since several of the stellar performers of gridiorn feats had donned "monkey"'suits for
their tour of duty with Walter Cox's baseballers. The press
box atop Memorial Stadium housed many cf the outstanding sports correspondents of this state and the different
news services, as they prepared their dispatches for the
leading public relating how the Tigers were shaping up for
their '49 season.

Thompson Tabbed
Future Tig Great
By DICK DOWIS
One of the best broken field
runners to come to Clemson in
years is Bobby (Bugs)
Thompson. Thompson came to
Clemson in February of last year,
and in the short time he has been
here he has made a very fine
name for himself in the field of
athletics.
On the -freshman football team
of last year, Bugs was the star
tailback. He personally accounted for four touchdowns during
the brief season of the Baby Bengals and set up numerous others
with his shifty ball handling and

There is no doubt in the minds*
of ths football public that Clemson will be loaded with backfield
talent for the coming campaign.
The major problem seems to be
the best way to employ the talents
Company "B" champions in the
of these hustling ball toters. With
such stellar pigskin handlers as ROTC division of the Intramural
Ray Mathews, Bugs Thompson, basketball league, defeated the
Jackie Calvert, Fred Cone, Bunny Clemsonians, leaders of the vetBrodie, Dick Hendley, Bobby Wil- eran division, 32-27 in a "grudge"
liams, Frosty Carothers, Jim Rey- match played Tuesday night. The
nolds, Wyndie Wyndham, arid Clemsonians challenged the foot-,
several others, Howard and his ball boys to the game, but bit off
assistants will find trouble as- a little more than they could
sembling the best combination. chew. This automatically crowns
Carol Cox can be counted upon "B" company as the intramural :
to share kicking duties with'Cone, champs of the campus.
"Baby" Ray Clanton lead the
and Calvert. Mathews, Cox, CalPASS BROKEN UP AS CLEMSON TIGERS PLAY SPRING TIL!
■
w
ay
by dropping in 12 points for
vert, Thompson will handle the
It looked like fall in Memorial Stadium at Clemson
for Bonneau Brodie (24). Bobby Williams (high In
majority of the passing while his football brothers. Bob HudSaturday afternoon as the 1949 edition of the
the air) got in front of it hon the 17-yard line and''
Hendley, Wyndham, and Caro- son was next best with 7 units,
Clemson Tigers went through their paces. Pictured
batted it to the ground. .T" " Poulos (7fi) is closing J
while
Bud
Taylor
registered
6
above
is
an
action
shot
taken
in
the
second
period
in on the play.
thers will lead the interference.
'points.
of
the
game
as
a
30-yard
pass
was
broken
up.
The
Hendley, the big Greenville boy
Dan Stewart lead the losers and fine running. ' During the retoss was from "Bugs" Thompson and was intended
that sub-ed for Cone on defense
captured high scoring honors for cently terminated spring prac-,
at fullback last season, is currentthe night by swishing the net for tice, Bugs did a fine job at tail- standing performances as a low
ly being considered for. assignback. He made many beautiful
15 points.
ments at the blocking post to help
runs in the : intra-squad games hurdler. He also ran in the mile
The line-ups:
strengthen that position.
"B'Co and his passing was worthy of and the 220 yard events.
Clemsonians
Since Wyndham was 'injured Patterson, 2
Coursey, 2 merit.
OFFERED SCHOLARSHIPS
during spring practice the block- Sloan
Cornell
It was a great day for the Clem ,
TRACK STAR
ing for the Orange eleven was Brock, 4
Taylor, 6
With football drills over; son coaching staff when Thomp-I Clemson s swimming team had in favor of the Tigers. Coach Mccapably taken care of by the Poole
Garrison Thompson is turning his atten- son made his decision to attend! a, bad weekend last week when Hugh has done a very fineiijob
above mentioned Hendley. Caro- Gage, 4
Hudson, 7 tion to track. He will participate Clemson, for the Washington lad ^hey^uffered^two^ defeats-one at with the team and has been, v,ery
thers did a commendable job for Stewart, 15
Clanton, 12 in the 440, 220 yard dashes and had numerous offers from various the hands of' the University of generous with his time in working
the Blues.
Westmoreland, 5 the mile relay. Clemson track schools where some of the finest Florida and one to Florida State with and coaching the team. Win
Crandall
or loose, Mr. McHugh should be
SEVERAL KEY PLAYERS OUT Clark, 2
coaches are counting on his speed institutions of education as well College. The Florida State meet
congratulated on his excellent job.
went
against
Clemson
to
the
tune
Even though many folks were
as
football.
Notre
Dame,
West
to help the track team in its bid
of
50-25.
Clemson
team
capamazed with the speed and verproblem of developing from his for honors as they go. into the Point, Annapolis, U. C. ,L. A.,
PARKER, CONVERSE SPARKLE
satility of the several backfield
available resources, men to fill tough schedule which lies ahead. Georgia Tech, Maryland, and tain Harry Parker placed first in
Entered for Clemson in the 220
combinations they could not
these big holes. Former right
Thompson got the background North Carolina were just 'a few the 200 yard breast stroke event yard free style was Parker- and
safely hazard a guess of what
end Bob Hudson has been shift- for his exceptional ability in ath- such schools which valued' his at State and Converse placed sec- Watson. Parker placed third in
was to come from the Septemed to Tom Salisbury's old po- letics at; McKinley: Tech High services on the gridiron enough ond in the 50 and the. 100 yard both meets. Converse and Brisber opening, since such key men
dashes. The Tiger tankmen placed
sition at left tackle and it is School in Washington, D. C, to offer him full scholarships.
as center Gene Moore, tailback
There were several reasons why first in the 400 yard medley re- endine entered in the 50 yard
thought by many able observers where he won many honors for
free stlye and Converse placed
Ray Mathews, tackle Luke
that the husky North Charles- his ability on the gridiron and Thomp^n-i decided to come to lay. The Medley relay team is
second against State and third
Deanheardt, tailback Jackie
composed
of
Sheally,
Klinck,
and
Clems-M
.
reason
is
the
fine
ton athlete will capably fill the on the tinder track. He was
against
Florida. Saunders and
Boykin.
Calvert, and others were not in
bill. Luke Deanheardt is an- voted the i outstanding,, places p,f text'" - , ; . ":ich is i offered
Brisendine took on the diving
the fray since they are currenther thing is the milticipated to handle a tackle slot 1947 by the Touchdown Club of hei".
The worst setback came via chores and Brisendine placed
ly doing their bit with the Tig
also. Graham, Martin, Grisby, Washington'. He was awarded a itary training which may be haj. the University of Florida. The third in both meets. In the 100
diamond squad. These men are
and Mooneyham can be counted trophy and a -wrist watch for this. There is another good reason—the score of this one was 64-11. Par- yard event, Converse placed secbeing counted upon for much
upon to play lots of ball. Thompson was also awarded a fine spirit and hospitality that ker was the only Tiger to place
service with the Clemson eleven
Mooneyham is being used at trophy for being named the out he found to be part of the school against Florida. He came in sec ond against State and third
against Florida. Saunders placed
next fall.
guard also. Jack Cox, under- standing player in the Ohio prop . when he came down "to look the ond in his 200 yard backstroke,
third against State in that, event.
COX AND CONE LEAD WAY j study to Frank Gillespie last game. His senior year at McKin- place over."
PENSACOLA
JIERE
Klinck entered in the 150 yard
ley
was
an
eventful
one
for
Bugs.
In
the
very
near
future—perCarol Cox,165 pound pref ormer ■ season, is the leading contende'
Come Saturday afternoon, the ■dash but did not place. Sheally
from the tailback slot, combined' for the right guard stand with He was named to the Al^-Iiigh haps next year—Thompson will
with the powerful Fred Cone to j Dan Dimucci, the Pennsylvania school team, and the All-Metro- be looked upon as one of the most Tiger swimming team will make entered in the 200 yard dash along
lead the victorious Orange team tornado, at the other side of the politan team. One of 1>! ! out- reliable men on the Tiger, squad.' its finale of the season against with Parker and placed third
. at Touring the coming football sea-; Pensaeola. So far, the team has against State. Morgan and Wat*o their second triumph in the center. Coach Howard has standing accomplishme--.'
>omts son, he will certainly bear watch- ! won two and lost two and the son swam the 400 yard freestyle
four intrasquad games. Cox, hurt several able men to call upon season was his scoring or
'.'..■ ing, for any man with his speed meet scheduled for Saturday will and Morgan placed third against
during the latter part of the reg- for rugged guard duty, and it is to lead his team to victor.*
ular season last fall, was ,in rare expected that much grooming district. In high school track, ho and skill can't stay out of the be the one which decides whether Florida and Watson placed third
the final count will or will not be against State.
form as he ran and passed the j will take place before another received a trophy for his out- spotlight for very long.
Howard coached Oranges to a 27- strong Clemson forward wall
13 win. Cone was more impres- ventures forth for gridiron glory
sive than in 'previous scrimmages to take up where the '48 Southas the Alabama line-buster bo*"l~ ern Conference victor left off.
ed over for the first Orange tally.
ENDS SHOW PROMISE
Peto Cook, SpartanburT , sopho- I Probably one of the brightest
more tailback, who handled much
on the pigskin horizon is the
of ' the defensive duties for the fine array of ends that greet the'
Orange intercepted one of Bugs,Tiger fans Heading the list is
Thompson's tosses and traveled: John polous> the ^lue-fingered
toward the goal for 24 yards nlac- j pass receiver from Spartanburg,
the oval on the 16. Cone that returns to the field for his
plunged toward the goal in three last season of footbaH eligibility,
attempts and fell over the stripes Polous is counted upon to anchor
with the first 6 pointer. Tommy i the left side of the clemson for.
Chandler, Greenwood extra point! ward wall> a duty that he pre_
booter, placed three of the four j formed most capabiy iast season.
attempted placements directly Glenn Smith, sophomore flankFOR
through the uprights. Howard is man from Washington, D. C,
counting on the -sophomore kicker promises to be one of the top reto take up where the Miller boys ceivers in Tig gridiron annals.
left off January 1st.
His sure catches in spring prac- ~>v
4| J
Passes by Cox to Bobby Wil- tice sessions have established him ~£J
liams and Johnny Polous ace
as a key. contender for honors in Jjg
CANDIES
td for the Orange Bengals third the coming seasons. As soon as £g
tally. The final marker for the vie- Smith's defensive ability is deNo candies are better liked
tors came with the execution of veloped to the extent that his of- rKi
than Whitman's. And none
the play that accounted for several fensive talent is, he will make !ijs!
are more perfectly protected
than the Whitman's you select
of the many scores that the Tigs end Coach Bob Jones forget about. 'jy
from our Whitman's Refrigmade last season. The play in the right side of the line. Other
erated Candy Department.
mention was the lateral and then ends to watch are McCauley,
the forward pass. The play from Rushton, Sunset Carbon, and
EVERY BOX YOU BUY HERE
Cone who lateraled the oval to several others whose names are
IS GUARANTEED FRESH
Carol Cox who tossed to left end not available as we go to press.
Polous who gathered in the ball, This department should cause the
side-stepped a would be tackier Tig mentors little worry in com* *
ing seasons.
and traveled on to pay dirt.
THE BLUES SCORE
ON A LIMB
Blue scores came as Fred Cone
If we had to offer a line-up for
fumbled and the opposition re- next season's opener with the incovered. With wingback Jim Rey- formation that we have on hand
nolds and Bunny Brodie spear- as a guide, the list would be
heading the drive, the Blues tal- something like this. We would
lied and Coursey converted. Billy start Polous and Smith £t the
Grigsby tackled Carol Cox be- ends, Gene Moore in the center
hind the line of scrimage and re- of the line, Jack Cox and Dan
covered the fumble. Brodie scored Dimucci at the guards, and Deanby dropping his head and plowing hardt and Hudson at the tackles.
through the Oranges forward We'd start Wyndie Wyndham at
wall. Coursey's attemyt for the the blocking position, Jackie Calextra paint was blocked.
vert at tailback, Mathews at the
wing, and round out the backfield
LINE NEEDS EXPERIENCE
One of the more noticable with Fred Cpne at the fullback
Before the season's $
weaknesses that will have to position.
be remedied before such con- opener with the Blue Hose of: ?
:
tests as Rice and Wake Forest, Presbyterian, we will probably ~}
was the inexperience of the for- have to change the line-up but it | -f^
ward wall. With the four first will be interesting to watch and
string guards and tackles gone see which eleven men start off to
via the graduation route, the lead the Clemson gridders to anTiger mentor is faced with the other terrific season.

Company B Downs
Clemsonians

wimmers Lose m riorraa mm
University of Florida Durisig Recen! Trip

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR

ARTERS

PEPSODENT
SPECIAL

• *

2 Full 25c.Tub.es

PSPSODENT
ANTISEPTIC

2 Full 50c Bottles
51c

artin Bra

urn. Owner
*
Clemson, S. C.
The Official College Book Store
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Freshman Baseball Season Open
Cary Cox fo Coach Baby Tigers During
Coming Season; Twelve Games Slated

Sports

Calendar

. March 26, ; Baseball, Davidson,
"Clemson
l
lays, Gainesville
Gainesville
March 26, Swimming, Pensacola, Clemson
March 28, Golf, Wake Forest,
Clemson
March 28, Tennis, South Carolina, Clemson ■
March
30;;j Baseball,
Duke,
Clemson
Match 31, Baseball Duke, Clemson
j April 1, Baseball, Presbyterian,
, Clinton
April 1, Golf, Newberry, Newberry
April 2, Track, Presbyterian,
Clinton
April 2, Tennis, Georgia, Clemson
L April
4.
Baseball,
Georgia,
Clemson
April 6, ^baseball,
Wofford,
Spartanburg |
April 7, Golf, South Carolina,
Columbia
■_ April 7, Tennis, South Carolina,
•Columbia
April 8, Golf, Citadel, Charleston
April 8, Tennis, Citadel, Charleston
April 9, Tennis, College of
Charleston, Charleston
April 9, Baseball, Presbyterian,
Clemson
April 9, Baseball, Presbyterian,
Clemson
April 9, Track, Southern Relays, Birmingham
April 11, Golf, Furman, Greenville
April
12,
Tennis,
Furman,
Greenville.
April 13, Baseball, Georgia,
Athens
April
15, ' Baseball, Florida,
Gainesville
April
16* Baseball, Florida,
Gainesville
April 16, Track, Wofford, Spartanburg
April 18,. Baseball, Wofford,
Clemson
|'~( April ' 19, Baseball, Furman,
Clemson
April 19, Tennis, Furman, Clemson
April 21, Tennis, Erskine, Due
West
April 22,
Baseball,
Citadel,
Charleston
April 23, Baseball, Citadel,
Charleston
April 23, Track, South Carolina,
| Clemson
April 23, Golf, Citadel, Clem| son
-April 25, Golf, Wofford, Spar| tanburg
April 26, 'Baseball, Newberry,
j Newberry
April 27, Baseball, Furman,
| Greenville
April 27, Tennis, Wofford,
| Clemson
'
April^ 28, Tennis, College of
| Charleston', Clemson
April 30, Baseball, Davidson,
| Davidson
April 30, Track, Furman, GreenIville
April 30, Golf, South Carolina,
| Clemson
April 30, Tennis, Citadel, Clem|son
( May 2, Baseball, Furman, Clem|son
May 2, Tennis, Newberry, New| berry
May 4, Baseball, Wofford,
IS'partanburg"
J, May 6, Baseball, South Caro|lina, Clemson
May 7, Baseball, South Caro|lina, Clemson
May 10, Baseball, Furman,
iGreenville .
May 13, Baseball, Citadel, Clem|son
May 13, Track, State Meet,
| Qiinton
May 14, Baseball, Citadel,
|Clemson
May 14; Track, State Meet,
IClinton
1, May 16, Baseball, N. C. State,
|Laurinburg
May 17, Golf, State Tournament,
|Spartanburg
May 18, | Golf, State Tournament, Spartanburg
May 19, Golf, State Tournament, Spartanburg
May 20, Golf, State Tournament, Spartanburg
*May 20, Track,
Conference
leet, Chapel Hill
May 20, Baseball, South Carolina, Columbia
May 21,
Track,
Conference
[Meet, Chapel Hill
May 21, Baseball, South Carolina, Columbia
May 28, Track, Inter-confersnoe, Atlanta

Clemson's freshman baseballers are now working out daily in
preparation for their opener with
Anderson at Anderson next Wednesday. Coach ' Cary Cox has
slated ten definite games for his
Baby Tigers while two engagements are tentative.
Cox, a former football star here,
has many 'prospective hurlers, but
only three moundsmen have been
tabbed to be around at game
time. These hurlers are William
Ford, Roger Baker, and Klein.
The other part of the Bengal battery, the lads behind the plate,
will be chosen from William
Stewart, Pete Manos, Richard
Sobocinski, and Dan DiMucci. DiMucci, noted for his abilities on
the gridiron, may however, turn
his attention toward the freshman
track team.
Candidates for the first base
position include W. M. Poole and
John Ray. R. C. Crouch is currently the leading contestant the
second base slot while J. B. Cornwell, Jim McCauley and Roberts
are battling to see who holds
down the hot corner. Either James
Evans or Sam Mims will be covering the territory between second
and third. Vincent Pugliese, another star onthe freshman football squad, will more than likely
be the starting right fielder John
Snee and Gooding head the list
of left fielders while Fred Knoebel is the one who will probably
roam the center garden.
Those are the ones who are at
the present looking good on the
diamond.
Several more horsehide enthusiasts are out for the
team and are expected to give
the above mentioned men plenty
of competition. Thees men include
George Stanley, Bobby Huguley,
Robert Mason, Charles Rogers,
Henry Easterby, Jack Wolfe, Jack
Gregg, Hugh Rawl, Hubert Stone,
and J. R. Hines.
Mentor Cox has released this
schedule which may be lengthened at a later date.
Anderson High, March 30 at
Anderson
Greenville High, April 1, here
La France Mills, April 6, here
Spartanburg Junior College,
April 13, Spartanburg
Anderson High, April 26, here
Greenville High, April 29,
Greenville
Spartanburg
Junior
College,
May 5, here
South Carolina (tentative) May
7, Columbia
Parker, May 12, here
Greenville, May 17, here
South Carolina (tentative, May
21, here
Parker, May 24, Greenville

Tennis Team Trips
Newberry, 7-2
The Clenison College Tennis
team opened its season in fine
style Monday afternoon by beating the Newberry Indian tennis
men, 7-2. Approximately 250 fans
watched the Tiger netmen rack
up their first win of the 1949
slate.
Newberry won only two
matches from the Tigers—one in
singles and one in doubles.
In the singles division of the
affair, Clemson's Merrit defeated
Wingard, 6-2, 4-6, 6-4. McMillan
took the first two from Niles in
a short set. 6-3. 7-5. Little.io/m
swamped Wright, 6-1, 6-1. Calvert defeated Riddle, 6-2, 2-6, 6-0.
McLeod defeated Weeks, 6-3, 6-4.
The Tigers' only setback in
doubles was when Black lost to
Tucker, 5-7, 8-6, 6-2.
In doubles, Legrand-McMillan
combination proved to be superior
over Newberry's Wingard and
Niles, 6-3, 6-4. Calvert and Littlejohn defeated Wright and Riddle,
6-2, 6-4. Clemson's second loss
of the season was when Merrit
and McLeod of the Tigers went
down before Tucker and Weeks
of Newberry, 6-2, 3-6, 7-5.

Jones Releases Golf
Slate; Deacs Next
Coach Bob Jones has released
the complete 1949 Clemson Golf
schedule. With two victories already under their belts, the Tiger
linksmen are preparing themselves for their third match with
the powerful Wake Forest golfers. A win over the Deacs should
put the Tigers on the road to a
great season.
Schedule:
March 11, Newberry, Clemson
(already played)
March 15, Wofford, Clemson
(already played)
March 28, Wake Forest, Clemson
April 1, Newberry, Newberry
April 7, South Carolina, Columbia
April 8, The Citadel, Charleston
April 11, Furman, Greenville
April 23, The Citadel, Clemson
(Continued on Page 8)

S p© rtf cs c ts
in
Focus
NOTICEABLE INTERESTS
For quite awhile now this.column has heea discussing the
merits and demerits of a physical education curriculum, and
it is with a great deal of pleasure that we receive the comments from the different students and faculty concerning
the program. We noticed last week that the column "That's
What You Think" ran a similar project. They took a cross
section of the students to see their reactions to physical
education. We were greatly impressed with the favorahle
response which it received, and it goes to show there is a
gieat deal more interest in the project than many people
think. We hope that interest will not lapse, and that anyone who has any suggestions along this line will let us
know of them so we can better present these views through
the Tiger.
WELL ROUNDED COURSE!!
There are some who have argued about the merits of
such a course as they seem to think that such a course
would lower the educational standards of the institution.
We would like to assure them that if a course in physical
education were installed at Clemson College that it would
by no means be a crip course, but a well rounded one which
would not only stress the importance of sports, but would
have a great deal of emphasis on the theory of better body
.building and the various methods of improving the human
anatomy.
Another thing which we think is worth mentioning
is that any curriculum which Clemson installed would
not be installed at random, but we know that it would have
to meet pretty stiff requirements before it would ever be
considered for installation. It would have to be literally
torn apart and put back together again by some pretty
efficient committees before the school officials would even
consider to look at it, much less consider installing it. This
is not the first time that a move has been made to install
physical education. Several different attempts have been
made to do something about this much needed curriculum,
but nothing concrete has been done about it. Why, we have
no idea, but we feel sure that had enough interest been
shown at the time, that something could have been done.
We may be wrong, but we feel sure that there is sufficient
interest now for something to be done. The greatest problem to be considered is just how much Clemson will benefit from such a move.

rson

a career in Mechanical Engineering. This is a tough course especially when the person involved
is participating in athletics. HowBy DICK RAINES
ever, if Clemson puts in a course
Clemson's right end position; in Physical Education he would
should be sewed up for the next
three years by a fellow named
Glenn Smith.
Glenn's brilliant;
performances all through
the
spring training sesions has made
everyone take notice of his fine
ability. His great catching prowess, will add a world of power to
the forward wall of next year's
Tiger team.
Glenn, who had a great hig
school grid career, is a native c
the nation's capital. Smith played three years of varsity football
for McKinnley Technical High
School, where he stood out at the
flank position. Glenn was a teammate of "Bugs" Thompson, future Tiger grid great. Smith helped lead McKinley to the 1947
football district championshi]
his last year at the Washington
school.
TENNIS STAR
Football is not the only sport
that Smith excels in, for the big
Washington lad is a top notch tennis player. At fourteen, Glenn
took the district tennis championship and captained the McKinley
netmen in his senior year. Glenn
intends to don tennis togs after
a few more days rest from the
spring grid drills.
Although Glenn's ability as an
athlete is far above the average,
so his scholarship ability. Smith
was a member of the Pharos
Honor Society and won the Michigan University Scholarship and
athletic award.
This quality
makes Glenn truly a great athlete.
After graduation, Glenn found
himself" swamped with scholarship
offers from such well known
football powers as: Michigan, University of North Carolin, William
and Mary, University of Maryland, Military Academy, and the
Naval Academy. Fortunately
Glenn was wise and choose Clemson.
Smith is preparing himself for

G. Smith Shines
End for Tigers

change from M. E. in order that
he might pursue a career in
coaching. (All Phys Ed followers
take note.)
When the grid Reason of 1949
rolls around next .fall the name

Glenn Smith will be heard from •
again and again.
Glettn has a
great future who can tell, this
Washington lad might well be remeinbered in the annals of all
Clemson's grid greats.
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THERE IS A NEED ....
There is a need for Physical Education in the state of
South Carolina, for, at present, there are very few schools
in the state which, offer a good course in physical education.
There are schools throughout the country which have very
good courses expressly for the purpose of turning out physical educational instructors, and they are well "recognized
for this phase of education, but the state of South Carolina
is sadly lacking in this field. We feel that if Clemson were
to install such a curriculum that the effect on the state would
be a major step in the physical development of its inhabitants. One of the greatest faults with American youth before
the last war was the lack of good physical conditioning;
therefore, we should profit by experience and do something
to remedy such a situation. We should not only educate
our youth mentally and spirtually, but also physically.
This is not a mere product of the imagination, but proven
fact. The American Armed Forces in World War II had
one Of the most intensive physical training programs ever
witnessed, and had there not been a need for it they never
would have placed the emphasis on physical fitness which
they did. The University of South Carolina is one of the
larger schools in the state which does offer Physical Education, but "we feel sure that Clemson could do much to improve on the one which Carolina has. Here is an opportunity
which warrants the efforts which arc needed. Physical
education is needed in the state; there's the challenge, we
hope Clemson will meet it.
DIVISION OF LABOR
The main thing in favor of installing Physical Education at Clemson is the fact that there is plenty of room
for division of labor throughout several departments of
the school. No one department would be overburdened
with new work, but equalized distribution could be ery
easily arranged. The athletic department has already consented to do their share if the curriculum is installed. The
Education Department has also expressed a great deal of
interest. The most importmant thing which must be considered is 4he student demand for physical education, and
we feel sure that the student body is adequately interested
in the project to back it were it presented.1 Now is the time
to act. We have facilities at Clemson which would remove
a great deal of the difficulties involved in installing this
course. It would be a comparatively easy matter to have
physical education, and since it is so evident that there is
a great deal of interest in this project we hope that somefhink can be done to further this aim.
Anyone who can present any good points which have
not been expressed in this column, and feels that they are
worth being brought to light should send all suggestions
to Box 269, Clemson, S. C.
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Luckies' fine tobacco picks you up when you're
low... calms you down when you're tense-puts
you on the Lucky level! That's why it's so important
to remember that LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINE TOBACCO

Ml

-mild, ripe, light tobacco. No wonder more mdepen*
dent tobacco experts-auctioneers, buyers and ware^
housemen-smoke Luckies regularly than the next two
leading brands combined! Get a carton of Luckies today I

1.&/M.F.T-lucky StoikeMeanA fine 7b6ace*
So round, se firm, so fully packed — so free and easy on the draw_
"!K1

COrit., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COUP.
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THE HISTORY OF COTTON TEXTILES
SOON after he introduced
modern textile m a n ufacturing: methods to America, Samuel Slater took the
lead in 1 expanding: cotton
spinning mills throughout
New England. He saw the
industry grow from his
single mill in Pawtucket to
more than 100 factories in
Khode Island and nearby
states. Slater and his associates also became the
first large-scale builders of
textile machinery and today
he is known as "The Father
of American Manufacturing."

1tJI$ COWTRV ey TWISTING YA£NS TOGETHER ON
HER SPINNING WHEEL.

Non-Besfruclive Metal Checks Eliminate
Big Loss Caused by Obsolete Test Methods

CMS OF AMERICA'S FlBSr SUNOV SCHOOLS WAS
ESTABLISHED W 5LATEI? FOR. HIS EMPLOYEES
ANPtHEie CHILDREN.

JONES RELEASES GOLF
(Continued - from Page 7)
April 25, Wofford, Spartanburg
■ .
April 26, Furman, Clemson
April 30, South Carolina, Clemson
May 17, Tournament, Spartanburg
May 18, Tournament, Spartanburg
May 19, Tournament, Spartanburg
May 20, Tournament, Spartanburg

By ANDREW L. PETERSEN

No. 5 of a Series

Suiws wt MADE rue FIRST ffwiN<s -THREAD IN
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ALEXANDER
FURNITURE CO.

LEADERS Of THE NfflTCW, INCLUDING PRESIDENT ANDREW JACKSOM,
HONOR SLATER AT HIS SICK gED AS THE-*FATHER' OF TEXTILES.

Married Students Advise Single
Students to Wed After Graduation

Veteran married students at Or *
| The most complete 'iboratory of X-ray and other non-destructive ■-on State College, with children. ponement of children until after
testing apparatus in I'.ie world will be introduced officially to the •r" in federal well satisfied with graduation. They said this would
Scientific world at White Oak, Md„ March 24 and 25, when the their combined student-family arnew Naval Ordance Laboratory holds its first Non-Destructive Test- i^fement, but if they were ad- | only apply if the wife were recing 'Symposium.
vising engaged couples of normal onciled to dropping out of colThe X-ray equipment acquired, and yet to be acquired, by t'v college age they 'would recom- lege if the "no children" 'plan
laboratory will have a value close to $300 000, and will- weigh aboi;
30 tons, according-to engineers of the General Electric Co. and it mend waiting until after gradu- I failed. Only two of the men and
affiliate, General Electric X-Ray Corp., which supplied the majorit; ation for marriage.
four of the women went all the
Such is the predominant opinof.t-be X-rav apparatus.
way and recommended marriage,
The building contains eight X- ♦
'on found by Mrs. Florence Aller
ray rooms. One of these, housing
in a questionnaire study of 36 with children, while in college.
Family finances, child care difa 10,000,000-volt betatron and
student veteran families, each of
2,000,000-volt X-ray unit has
whom had one or more children. ficulties and housing were menwalls 36 inches thick, and is enShe used this study'as'-'the basis tioned most often, in that order,
tered by a maze rather than a
of a thesis on "Family Problems as the chief problems of married
door, since the cost and time facThe teacher shortage at the of a Limited Group of College
tors involved in opening and clos- high school level was somewhat Student Veterans Who Are Par- students with children. ,' All bat
ing huge 3-foot-thick doors would less acute in 1948 than in any ents," as part of her work for a two» families said they' had to
be prohibitive.
other postwar year, Dean J. B. master's degree in Home econom- supplement GI bill incorrie either
Purpose of the laboratory will Edmonson of the University of ics.
by working or by drawing on
be to set ' standards in nondes- Michigan School of Education reMrs. Aller, herself a mother savings or both.
tructive 'testing methods that will ports. It has continued to be and the wife of a veteran who is
A large majority said':;children,
(1) increase their efficiency in very serious in the elementary completing work here for a doc- in the home made studying there
protecting the quality of ordance schools, where enrollments are tor's degree in botany, is now an more difficult but said they added
and other military equipment used growing so fast, and also in rural instructor here in household ad- incentive, which may account for
by the Navy, and (2) decrease the areas where salaries are low.
ministration.
the fact that statistics show that
cost of non-destructive testing
Asked what would be their re- married veterans lead in grade
The American people have
for the benefit of Navy suppliers. heard so much about shortages in commendation to engaged couples averages as a group and that those
It will also do research into new past months that discussion of a of normal college age, in contrast with children average the hightechniques of X-ray and other teacher shortage has ceased to with the older returned veterans, est among veterans.
non-destructive testing methods. startle them," he commented. 58 percent of the men and 51
The term "non-destructive" is "The fact is, however, that we' percent of the women- said they
used, in contrast. to that method, needed in September, 1948, more would recommend finishing colstill in use in some industries, of qualified teachers than were lege before marriage.
cutting occasional units of a pro- available.
Almost exactly a third of both
duct apart'to determirfe whether
Still more serious was the fact men and women said they would
or not they are sound. Destruc- 'that whereas ten years ' ago 22 recommend marriage, with posttive testing has been likened to per cent of the young- people en"striking a match merely to see rolled in college were preparing
whether it is a good one." This to teach, only 7 per cent of those
method has declined in recent enrolled in 1949 were preparing
years, as a result of the rapid for teaching."
rise in the use of X-ray and other
The teacher shortage will not
non-destructive methods (sonic, be solved by the return of former
magnetic and fluorescent particle teachers who have left for other
inspection) not only because it occupations nor will it be wiped
CLEMSON, S. C.
is destructive, but also because out entirely by increases in salathe information obtained with the ries, Dean Edmonson emphasized.
FRIDAY, MARCH 25
method is incomplete and often The most serious need of educa#
Siren of Atlantis'
undependable.
tion is to interest an increased
In the new Naval Ordance Lab- i
with Maria Montez
number of young people now in
oratory, under the direction of
college to prepare for teaching.
SAT. MARCH 26
Dr. Leslie W. Ball, every known
technique for non-destructive
The -Nation's Sensation
testing will be explored and evaluated, so that its proper place
in the product testing field can
be determined, and this informaON STAGE 7:15 P. M.
tion passed on to Navy suppliers.
CASH PRIZE NOW
Such information is expected to
MCNS SHOt»
affect manufacturers of non-ordnance as well as ordnance materiSENECA. S.C
al
i The laboratory will seek to proON SCREEN
;mote and advance the use of non'Smart
Woman1
destructive testing not primarily
with Constance Bennett
:for inspecting finished material,
but more for controlling: manufacMONDAY, TUESDAY
turing procedures" so that the cause
of unsound products will be
MARCH 28, 29
"nipped in the bud."
• Through the use of X-ray, it is
'Don't Trust Your
possible to arrive at new methods
Husband'
of casting and forging, better techniques in welding, and'the use of
with Fred MacMurray
new metals. Through the use
Madeleine Carroll
of X-ray.diffraction, it is possible
WED.-THURS.
to develop ■ entirely new and better materials. Radiography can
MARCH 30, 31
also be used to inspect many nonmetallic products such as powder I STEAKS, SANDWICHES
'Night Has a
grains, internal structures and I
WAFFLES AND
Thousand Eyes'
plastics, and in the control of any
mMpr FTP Mp AT a
molding and casting process.
L'XMiiJiiJi MJlALh
with Edward G. Robinson,
-

Teacher Short-age
Is Still Serious

Seneca, S. C.

Font's Camera Shop

Clemson Students Always Welcome

MAYFASR GRILL
Anderson, S. C.

Clemson Pharmacy and Bus Station
Complete him of
Cameras, Supplies

USED FURNITURE AND

"Between the Banks"

PLUMBING FIXTURES

Reds and Reels

Wholesale and Retail

and

ANDERSON, S. C.
i

__—

Fishing Tackle

NIMMONS& FIELD CO.
A Complete General Merchandise Store
YOUR NORGE DEALER
Seneca, S. C.
Phone 630

STONE

BROTHERS

CIVILL\N & MILITARY CLC3SIES

Students at Clemson

LOOK SHARP
WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

'

Complete Outfitters to Men,

<^sJ/x

^m/K^t
*W|ij\

CADET LAUNDRY

Young Men, and Students

108 N, Main Street
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Frank Dillard, Mgr.

CLEMSON
THEATRE

-flBBOrrS'

Mildness counts with me,
and Chesterfields are
MILDER -MUCH MILDER/'

POP QUIZ
$250

STARRING IN

"KISS IN THE DARK"
A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION

Main Street — Anderson

Essay and Objective
Type Examinations
Get Equal Votes
A recent campus poll at Lake
Forest College as to which type
of examination—essay or objective—is better, reveals that students here are almost equally divided as to their choice.
There are 51 percent in favor
at objective, .48.5 percent in favor
of essay and 5 percent have no
preference.
Sixty percent feel
that an objective exam calls for
more preparation, 39 percent feel
that essay requires more study,
while one percent made no comment.
For a better cohsenus of merit
of the grade attained 55 percent
cited objective, 45.percent essay.
It was * almost decisive that
neither type can be given for all
or most, of the courses given.
There is a tendency to grade objective exams on a curve basis,
80 percent agree.
A majority of the students listed literature, history, philosophy
and economics as courses adaptable to essay-type exams; physical
sciences, psychology, mathematics and languages to Objective exams. It. is believed that social
science should be -.objective-essay.

Richardson Tailoring
Company
We Cut, Trim, and Make
From Your Material at
Most Reasonable Prices
112 West Earle Street
Andersen, S. C.

Easter Outfit
KnrJA Hats -rr" Nunn Bush Shoes

Kuppenheimer and
Worsted-Tex Clothes

MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE CHESIEREIEieS THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE . . .ev
FOR THE WELL-DRESSED MAN
23 S. MAIN ST.

GREENVILLE,
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